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CF.cAPTlt'i I
ll\ITRODUCTION

The Sunday school has come a long way in its comparatively
short history.

It has come a long

1V<iY

both in philosophy and housing.

Because it is an organism of living persons, it has grown, developed,
expanded, changed.

With the passing of the years, there has been

growing a greater reverence for the unfolding personality of the learning person.
forefront.

As a consequence, the pupil has come more and more to the
Less attempt is being Fade to impose arbitrary teaching

proced1rres as well as the content of a fixed curriculum upon the learner.
A greater effort is being made to find out what actually affects and
captures the interests and changes the attitudes and the life of the
person who is being exposed to religious teaching.

This constant search

for and emphasis upon the importance and sacredness of

hurn~n

personality,

has led educators to ask hi.L'11:bly, "ltlhat sort of building, \<That teaching
methods best serve in shaping Christian personality at each and every
stage of development?n
1/bst congregations and :rrany pastors build a net,r church only once
in a lifetime.

They have little opportunity to become proficient

through practice at what oftentimes proves to be a baffling, pitfallbeset experience.

Congregations and pastors need not learn through

mistakes -vrhen they invest so heavily in their church and Christian education unit.

It is hoped that this study will be of particular interest

and usefulness to leaders of churches contemplating building as this
attempt is made to show the correlation of good buildings and proper

2

equipment in the teaching process to the children's divisiono
A.

THE PROBLEM

The purpose of this study was (1) to show the need of good
buildings in the teaching process; (2) to show the need of proper
equipment in the teaching process; (3) to consider Gregory 1 s, 1 1 ~aw
of the TeachL."'lg Process, 11 and establish the relationship
adequate buildings and fruitful teaching; and,

bet~reen

(4) to offer recommen-

dations based on the findings of this study.
Justification for the studx. With a view to meeting the space
requirements, a conference of architects, Christian education leaders
and church building secretaries convened in Chicago in October of 1954.
Out of th:f.s three-day conference, certain reconnnended standards related
to the new requirements of Christian education were set forth.
These findings emphasized the importance of larger

nUF~ers

of

pupils per room, a closer grading of pupils to permit gearing the
teaching process as closely as possible to the needs of each age group,
a greater variety of learning experiences with active participation of
pupils and teachers, and a consequent greater freedom of m::>vement
within the classroom.
In this setting, all activities such as Bible study, l.rorship,
memorization, music, dramatic expression and handwork for each age

1

John l"d.lton Gregory, The Seven Laus of Teaching (Grand Rapids:
Book Co., 1955), p. 74.
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group are carried on in one room of ample area assigned to that group.
!

The classroom procedures are to be under the direction of a leader and
such assistants as are needed to give intimate guidance and encouragement to the pupils.

Under this arrangement, the teacher does not

do!l'linate the learning situation, but guides it.

Teaching is ru-uch less

formal but is designed through a variety of purposeful activities to
bring out the abilities of the individual.

Likewise it seeks to create

a spirit of co-operation and respect for others.
The acceptance of these new concepts calls for significant
changes in planning and equipping the Christian educational facilities
of the modern church.

Such learning experiences as these cannot be

made available in a small, cell-like classroom measuring some eight
by ten feet.

~~re

space per pupil is required, a greater variety of

furnishings and equipment is essential.
This study was made to enlarge upon this recent, unique trend
in planning and equipping the Christian educational facilities of the
modern church building.

This is tv.ritten largely for those churches

which find their center of Christian education in the Sunday church
school, or tmat is more commonly kno-vm as the Sunday school.
B.

OB.JECTIVES

The objectives of this study have been: (1) to determine what
type of building will best suit the demands of the Teaching Process
in the children's division.

Along with determining the type of build-

ing, such other important factors in building, as location, early
planning and the architectural plan vrill be analyzed.

Then an attempt

4
will be made to establish an ideal location in the building for the
children's division.

After establishing the location, the rooms for

the children's division tvill be discussed, observing such important
details as space, floors, light, color, heating, ventilation, furnishings and storage space; (2) to deterwine the proper use of equipment
to the teaching process.

The need for suitable equipment ,.,ill be set

forth along ;,rith a discussion on hm,r to select and obtain adequate
equipment for learning and worshipping in the children's division.
A study of selection and proper use of audio-visual equipment in the
children's division tvill be made; (3) to determine the right choice
of equipment for each age group in the

chj~dren 1 s

division and to

compile a list of such equipment for each age group; and, (4) to

s~

marize and offer conclusions on the findings of this study.
C.

LIMITATION'S

Gregory' s 1 ntat.r of the Teaching Process 11 first appeared nearly
a half century ago, but the recent trend of many educators towards
rediscovering the statements of these laws and applying them to
Christian education methods is very recent.

In fact, so recently

has this trend come that the gathering of adequate 1J1aterial for this
thesis has been difficult and this scarcity of material has placed a
limitation on this study.
Not until recently has there been a widespread turn toward
teaching under the interpretation of these laws, so church school

1

Ibid.' p. 73.
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buildings are still under the departmental type plan, or the Akron
plan.

The

t~iter

has been unable to locate a church school building

plan that has included the arrangement necessary for the teaching process and has been limited in his study to this extent.
This new field in Christian education naturally opens many more
fields.

Financing, actual construction, remdeling of old units to

meet this new plan, and many other studies could be made along with
this subject.

However, this writer has chosen to limit the study to

the building and equipment needed in the teaching process in the children's division.
D.

DEFINITION OF TERM3

Children's Division, as referred to in this study, is the
division of administration and grading of the Sunday school which
includes children from birth to eleven years of age.
commonly divided into three cycles:

Normal life is

childhood (birth to eleven years);

adolescence (twelve to twenty-four years); and, adulthood (twenty-five
years to the end of life).
Crib babies is the name given to infants from birth to one year
of age.
Toddlers is the name given to the class of two-year olds.
Nurserx is the class of children three years old.
Kindergarten is the name given to the class of children who are
four and five years old. This term is used synonYID'Jusly with Beginners.

6

PrimarY class is the name given to the group of children aged
six to eight, or those in grades four to six in public school.
Junior class is the name given to the group of children aged
nine to eleven, or those in grades four to six in public school.
Christian education

~

is the building or housing used for

Christian education.
Diorama is the visualizing of a Bible scene through construction of a siwilar model scene from paper, plaster of paris, etc.
Equipment is the term used throughout the thesis as meaning
the articles or supplies necessary for teaching.
E.

ORGANIZATION OF RE:t>fAINDER OF THESIS

In the second chapter, Gregory's Law of the Teaching Process
is presented -vrith some of his own comments.

The great value of this

law has been so often and so strongly stated as to demand no further
proof.

No great writer on education has failed to consider it in some

form or another. 2 It is for this reason that we are using Gregory's
Law as he has originally stated it.
The third chapter is devoted to organizing, planning and constructing educational units in giving the setting of the teaching
process.

It will be an attempt to

sho~~

that the teaching process

requires a type of unit rather than the building requiring a type

2Ibid., p. 75.
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of teaching.
Chapter four is devoted to an appraisal of the use of equipment in the teaching process.

It also includes a list of equipment

for each age group in the children's division.
In chapter five, an approach to each age-group is made, making
suggestions to each age-group.
Chapter six includes the summary and the conclusions derived
from this study.

CHAPTER II
THE TEACHING PROCESS

The Law of Teaching, according to Gregory, is to "Excite and
direct the self-activities of the pupil, and as a rule tell him nothing that he can learn himself. 111
Gregory realizes that the second clause in this law is negatively
stated, but he feels that it is of sufficient importance to justif.y its
position in the formulation of the law.
He said:
There are cases in which it may be necessary to disregard this caution in order to save
time, or in the case of a very weak or discouraged pupil, or sometimes when intense interest
has been aroused and there is a keen derrand for
information that the teacher can give quickly
and effectively, but its violation is almost
always a loss which should be compensated by a
definite gain.2
Affirmatively this caution would read:

1

~fake

your pupil a

discoverer of truth-make him find out for himself.n3
A.

PHILOSOPHY OF THE LA\<I

It is necessary at this point to study the operations of the
mind in order to get the true philosophy of the law.

lJohn }lilton Gregory, The Seven Laws of Teachift.g (Grand Rapids:
Book Co., 1955), p. 74.
2Ibid., p. 75.

3J12ii.
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Gregory ackno•,rledges that \<Te can learn l·rithout a teacher when
he says:
Children learn hundreds of facts before they
ever see a school, sometimes with the aid of parents or others, often by their own unaided efforts.
In the greater part of our acquisitions ''Te are
self-taught, and it is quite generally conceded
that that knowledge is most perrranent and best
1.rhi.ch is dug out by unaided research. Everything,
at the outset, must be learned by the discoverer
1dthout an instructor, since no instructor knm.rs
it. If, then, 1.re can learn '.rithout being taught,
it follm,Js that the true function of the teacher
is to create the most favorable conditions for
self-learning. Essentially the acquisition of
knowledge must be brought about by the same methods,
vrhether 1,.rith or vTi thout a teacher .1
\>lith this assumpi:,ion established 1>Te might ask, rrvJhat, then, is
the use of schools, and ""hat is the necessity for a teacher?"
Gregory gives a plain ansvTer to this pertinent question:
Knowledge in its natural state lies scattered and confused; it is connected, to be sure,
in great systerr,s, but these connections are laws
and relations u.nknovm to the beginner, and they
are to be learned by wan only through ages of
observation and careful study. The school selects
for its curriculum ',·rhat it regards as the most
useful of the experiences of the race, organizes
these, and offers them to the pupils along with
its facilities for learning. It offers to these
pupils leisure and quiet for study, and through
its books and other materials of education the
results of other pupj_l t s labors, •,rhich rr.ay serve
as charts of the territories to be explored, and
as beaten paths through the fields of kno-vrledge.2
True teaching, according to this, is that which prompts pupils
to gain kno1·Tledge and not that ,.,hich gives it.

libiq., p. 76.
2Ibid., pp. 76-77.
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One might say that he teaches best 1.rho teaches least; or
that he teaches best whose pupils learn most without being taught
directly.l
Gregory i·Tarns that "we should bear in mind that in these epigramatic staterr:ents tl4'0 meanings of the t.rord "teaching" are involved,-one, simply telling, the other creating the conditions of real learning.n2
Gregory goes on to say· that the teacher should know the subjects to be studied well enough to enable him to properly direct the
efforts of the pupil, to save him from a
and from needless difficulties.

~raste

of time and strength,

However, no aid of school or teacher

is able to change the operations of the mind, or take from the pupil
his need of kno1.ring for himself. 3
The eye must do its own seeing, the ear its
own hearing, and the mind its ovm thinking, however much may be done to furnish objects of sight,
sounds for the ear, and stimuli for the intelligence.
The innate capacities of the child produce the growth
of body or ~ind.4
"If childhood is educated according to the measure of its powers,"
said Saint .Augustine, "they i..rill continually grm.; and increase; while
if forced beyond their strength, they decrease instead of increasing.n5

2Ibid.
3Ibid., pp. 77-78.
4Ibid.
5Ibid., JQregory quotes .Augustin] , p. 78.

ll

Gregory asserts:
The sooner the teacher abandons the notion that
he can make his pupils intelligent by hard work
upon their passive receptivity, the sooner he will
become a good teacher and obtain the art, as
Socrates said, of assisting the mind to shape and
put forth its own conceptions. It 'qas to his skill
in this that the great Athenian owed his power and
greatness among his ovm contemporaries, and it was
this that gave him his place as one of the foremost of the great teachers of mankind. It is the
'forcing process' in teaching ;..;rhich separates
parrot-like and perfunctory learning from knowing. A boy, having expressed surprise at the
shape of the earth when he was shown a globe, was
asked: 'Did you not learn that in school? 1 He
replied: 1Yes, I learned it, but I never knew
it.tnl
Gregory claims that his law derives its significance from the
two great aims of education:

to acquire knm.;rledge and ideals, and

to develop abilities and skills.

Unless the pupil knows for himself,

his knowledge will be knowledge in name only.

The effort required in

the act of th11s learning and knowing may do much to increase the capacit,y to learn.

He likens the pupil i.tho is taught without doing any

studying for hiwself to one who is fed without being given any exercise:

11

He ldll lose both hj_s appetite and his strength. n2

Gregory believes that a stimulus is required to put the selfactivities or mental pm.rers in action.
,,.rork without some motive.

They do not set themselves at

They also vary according to age.

In early life external stimuli are stronger,
and in riper years the internal excitants are the
ones to which we respond more readily. To the
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young child the objects of sense--bright colors,
live animals, and things in :motion-are :most
attractive and exciting. Later in life, the
inner facts of thought and feeling are more
engaging. The child's mental life has in it
an excess of sensation; the mental life of the
adult has more reflection.l
Regardless of the stimulus, the processes of comparison are
:mainly the same.

As Gregory said:

There is the comparison of the new with
the old, the alternating analysis and synthesis
of parts, wholes, classes, causes, and effects;
the action of memory and imagination, the use of
judgment and reason, and the effects upon thought
of tastes and prejudices as they have been concerned with the previous knowledge and experience
of the learner. If thinking does not take place,
the teacher has applied the stimuli in vain. He
perhaps \-Till ,.,onder that his pupils do not U.11derstand, and will very likely consider them stupid
and incompetent, or at least lazy. Unfortunately
the stupidity is sometimes on the other side, and
it sins against this law of teaching in assuming that
the teacher can make the pupil learn by dint of vigorous telling, or teaching as he calls it, whereas
true teaching only brings to bear on the pupil's
mind certain natural stimuli or excitants. If some
of these fail, he must find others, and not rest
until he attains the desired result and sees the
activity of the child at work upon the lesson.2
Comenius, a 1,l0ravian clergyman, vThose efforts to reform school
practices have given him an enduring place in the history of education,
said, over two hundred years ago,

11

M>st teachers sow plants instead of

seeds; instead of proceeding from the simplest principles they introduce
the pupil at once into a chaos of books and miscellaneous studies.n.3

1 Ibid., pp. 79-80.

2Ibid.
3 Johann Amos Comenius ,_ @regory quotes Comeni~ , p. 81.
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There is quite an obvious difference between the pupil who works
and the one who works only when he is compelled to work.

Gregory, in

likening one to a free agent and the other to a machine, enlarges on
this 'tvhen he says:
The former is attracted by his work, and,
prompted by his interest, he works on until he
meets some ove!'l...rhel:rring diff'iculty or reaches the
end of his task. The latter moves only when he
is urged. He sees what is shown him, he hears
~.rhat he is told, advances when his teacher leads,
and stops just where and when the teacher stops.
The one moves by his own activities, and the other
by borrowed impulse. The former is a mountain
stream fed by living springs, the latter a ditch
filled from a pump worked by another's hand.
B.

KN0:4LEDGE 1TECESSARY TO THOUGHT

Gregory believes that the mind is limited in its action to the
realm of what it has acquired in knowledge.

If a person knovrs nothing,

he is unable to think, for he has nothing to think about.

The mind

necessarily 't-Torks upon the material in its possession ,.;hen it compares,
imagines, judges and reasons, and when it applies knowledge to plan,
criticizes, and executes one's

own

thoughts.

"Hence the power of any

object or fact as a mental stimulus depends in each case upon the number
of related objects or facts which the individual already knovrs.n2
Gregory illustrates this by saying:
A botanist will be aroused to the keenest
interest by the discovery of a heretofore UILknown
plant, but will perhaps care little or nothing for

1

Ibid., pp. 81-82.

2Ibid.

a ne'~>r stone or a ne1.r star. The physician eagerly
studies nevT diseases, the la'·r:rer recent decisions,
the farmer ne1.f crops, and the rnechanic ne\¥ ms.chines. 1
Thinking gro,.rs and is deepened with the increase of knowledge.
Gregory illustrates tM.s by saying:
The infant kno1,rs little, and his interest
is brief and slight; the 1nan knm.fs ms.ny things,
and his interests are deeper, wider, and more
persistent.

. . .The. .student
. . ................ .
of rrB.thereatics l·Tho has \.forked

long and diligently in his field neYer finds it
dry or tiresome; the wisest student of the Bible
finds in its pages the greatest delight.2
The :mind can be aroused through t1.ro chief springs of interest.
They are the loye of kno1,1ledge for its o1m sake, that is, its cultural·
value, and the desire for knowledge to be used as a tool in soliling
problems or obtaining other knm.rledge.
isfaction of the inherent
natu~e

ct~iosity

In the first one is the sat-

which desires to know the true

and causes of the phenomena around us.

As Gregory points out,

this is the intellectual appetite to \vhich the various forms of knmrleilge anpeal, and 1..rhich makes reading and studying so attractive.
They afford avenues by 'N"hich the mind can be reached by the skillfull
teacher.3
Gregory believes that the desire for rrental activity varies in
character and intensity.
activity.

Each person has his particular field of

Son:e are :more interested in nature and the sciences of

observation and experiment; ,,rbile others love ID9.thems.tics and delight
in its problems; still others prefer languages and literature, and

libid.
2 Ibid., pp. 82-83.

3 Ibid., pp. 83-84.
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others history and its related subjects.
gro"' by being fostered.

These special preferences

From these innate tastes have come the great

masteries and achievements in arts, literature, and science.

In each

pupil lies the germ of these po;,rers; it just a\.raits the art of the
teacrer to '.rater the germs and set the spring in n:otion. 1
E. r,;r. Praetor ius in his tract, nseasons of the Soul, n emphashes this point that no t1-10 persons are alike, even in the same
period of life.

11

God made no t•,.ro persons exactly alike, and it is

not to be expected, nor is it necessary or desirable, that any tvro
should react exactly alike.n 2
Along ,,Tith the respect for knm.rledge because of its value as
a tool, Gregory goes on to mention that tris includes the desire for
education as a means of livelihood or as a source of better social
standing;

11

the felt or anticipated need of some special skill or ability

as an artist, lat.ryer, ln:-iter, or some other brain '.rorker; as well as
study for the puroose of tvinning rer.rards or avoiding punishments. n3
He enlarges on this by inferring that this indirect desire for
learning does not increase tvith attainment unless it ripens into the
true love of lmm.rledge.

Its strength ,,.rill depend upon the magnitude

of the need ;.rhich impels the study.

Studies tN'ill leave off after

completion if they are just imposed upon the student.

2

Revrards and

E. ~,l. Praetorius, nseasons of the Soul, 11 excerpt from a tract
(Dayton: Otterbein Press, n.d.)

3

Ibid., pp. 84-85.
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punishments used in school to encourage studying have this force and
nothing more.

There will be no further work by the student, because

there was no love for the studies cultivated in the student.

The spirit

that pervades in schools where this system is taught and so managed is
a direct witness against it.

However, if the true uses of knowledge

are constantly pointed out to the pupil, the time will come when a
respect for knowledge will become a real love of knowledge for its

mm sake.l
C.

KNOWLEDGE AI\TD THE FEELINGS

Gregory recognizes and gives place to the fact that thought and
feeling are inseparable.
for granted.

The discussion up to this time has taken it

Gregory says:
To think 1..rithout feeling would be thinking
with a total indifference to the object of thought,
which "l..rould be absurd; and to feel without thinking
would be almost impossible.2

With this established, Gregory goes on to show the moral side
of all the important action of the inteD_ect.

As the objects of

thought are objects of desire or dislike, they are therefore objects
of choice and 1-rhere there is choice there enters in the moral side.,
He then states:
The love of knowledge for itself or for
its uses is in reality IToral, as it implies
moral affections and purposes of good or evil.
All motives of study have a moral character

1Ibid.

2Thid.' p. 86.
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or connection, in their early steps; hence no
education or teaching can be absolutely divorced
from morals. Ihe affections come to school with
the intellect.
Gregory goes one step further in saying that, "This moral
consciousness finds its fuller sphere in the recognized domain of
duty--the higher realm of the affections and the other moral
?

qualities. n-· Stronger incentives to study and a clearer understanding come from these moral qualities.

The teacher, if he wishes to

achieve the greatest measure of success, should constantly address
the moral nature and stimulate moral sentiments.3
Gregory attempts to prove this by saying that moral teaching
was Pestalozzirs strong point, as well as all of the great teachers.
A teacher should build up motives such as--love of country, love of
one's fello1·1s, aspirations for a noble and useful life, love for truth
and other motives to 1•.rhich appeal should be :made. 4
D.

THE SELF-ACTIVF. }ffiiD

In introducing us to this section, Gregory points out that,
nonly \·Ihen the mental powers work freely and in their own 1-tay can
5
the product be sure or permanent.• n It is impossible to knO\·T exactly
what is in any mind, or how it performs, except as that mind inade1

~·

2

Thid..

3~.
4 Ibid.., pp. 86-87.
5Ibid..' p. 87.
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quately reveals it by words or acts, or as we conceive it by reflecting
upon our mm conscious experiences.
Just as the digestive organs must do their
own \vork, wasticating and digesting whatever food
they receive, selecting, secreting, assimilatL~g,
and so building bone, muscle, nerve and all the
various tissues and organs of the body, so, too,
in the last resort, the mind must perform its
function, ~.fithout external aid, building, as it
can, concepts, faith, purposesi and all forms
of intelligence and character.
Gregory emphasizes the mind's autocracy, not to belittle the
work of the teacher, but only to shovr more clearly the law of the
teaching process.

The teacher's mission is that of a guide into the

various fields of study.2
rtThe cautionary clause of our lat..r itlhich forbids giving too
much help to pupils 1dll be needless, n says Gregory, ttto the teacher
ivho clearly sees his proper work." 3
The Law of the Teacher, rtThe teacher must kno1.r that r.vhich he
;,rould teach, 11 fits into the Law of the Teaching Process as well. For
the teacher who does not have a full and accurate knowledge of that
which he would teach cannot hope to guide the self-active efforts of
the pupil.

_t;,.s is the case in every rule there is an exception to the

rule that the pupil should be told nothing that he can discover for
him~elf.

1

As Gregory puts it:

Ibid.' p. 88.

2Ibid.

3

Ibid.
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There are some occasions when the teacher
may, for a few monents, become a lecturer and,
from his own more extensive experience, give his
pupils broader, richer, and clearer views of the
field of their work. But in such cases he must
take care not to substitute mere telling for
true teaching, and thus encourage passive listening where he needs to call for earnest work.l
Gregory gives strong emphasis to the use of questions in
teaching.

He holds it to be nature's method and it is, according
to him, "the whole of teaching. n 2 Every question though is not in
the interrogative form.

As he states it:

The strongest and clearest affirmation may
have all the effect of the interrogation, if the
mind so receives it. An explanation may be so
given as to receive new questions while it answers
old ones.
The explanation that settles everything and
ends all questions, usually ends all thinking also.
After a truth is clearly understood, or a fact or
principle established, there still remain its consequences, applications, and uses. Each fact and
truth thoroughly studied leads to other facts which
renew the questioning and demand fresh investigation. The alert and scientific mind is one
that never ceases to ask questions and seeks
answers. The scientific mind is the spirit of
tireless inquiry and research.3
Thus a child's education begins as soon as he begins to ask
questions.

The lecture plan cannot be fully used until the habit of

raising questions has been fully developed.

1

Ibid.' P• 89.

2Th!1.,
3

Th!1·

P• 90.
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E.

RULES FOR TEACHERS

Gregory has listed fourteen practical rules for teachers which
are most important and certainly bear recording in this thesis if we
are to move this law from the theoretical into the practical.

They

are:
(1) Adapt lessons and assignments to the
ages and attainments of the pupils. Very young
children will be interested more in whatever
appeals to the senses, and especially in activities; the more mature will be attracted to reasoning and to reflective problems.
(2) Select lessons 'I·Thich relate to the
environment and needs of the pupils.
(3) Consider carefully the subject and the
lesson to be taught, and find its point of contact with the lives of your pupils.
(4) Excite the pupil's interest in the lesson
when it is assigned, by some question or by some
statement which 1-dll awaken inquiry. Hint that
something worth knowing is to be found out if the
lesson is thoroughly studied, and then be sure
later to ask for the truth to be discovered.
(5) Place yourself frequently in the position of a pupil among your pupils, and join in
the search for some fact or principle.
(6) Repress your impatience which cannot
wait for the pupil to explain him~elf, and which
tends to take his \.fords out of his mouth. He
will resent it, and will feel that he could have
an81.fered had you given him time.
(7) In all class exercises aim to excite
constantly fresh interest and activity. Start
questions for the pupils to investigate out of
class. The lesson that does not culminate in
fresh questions ends t.frong.
(8) Observe each pupil to see that his mind
is not wa~dering so as to forbid its activities
being bent to the lesson in hand.
(9) Count it your chief duty to awaken the
minds of your pupils, and do not rest until each
child shm.fs his mental activity by asking questions.
(10) Repress the desire to tell all you know
or think upon the lesson or subject; i f you tell
something by TJlay of illustration or explanation,
let it start a fresh question.
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(11) Give the pupil time to think, after
you are sure that his mind. is actively at work,
and encourage him to ask questions when puzzled.
(12) Do not answer too promptly the questions asked, but restate them, to give them
greater force and breadth, and often answer
i·Tith new questions to secure deeper thought.
(13) Teach pupils to ask What? Why? and
How?--the nature, cause, and method of every
fact or principle taught them; also 1tlhere? By
\ihom? and vlhat of it?--the place, time, actors,
and consequences of events.
(14) Recitations should not exhaust a
subject, but leave additional work to stimulate
the thought and the efforts of the pupils.l
F.

VIOLATIONS AND }ITSTAKES

There are also violations and mistakes made in regard to every
law.

}~ny

a teacher by neglecting these rules kills all interest in

his class, and wonders

h~n

he did it.

Gregory lists these three

violations and mistakes:

(1) The chief and almost constant violation of this law of teaching is the attempt
to force lessons by simply telling. 1 I have
told you ten times, and yet you don't know!'
exclaims a teacher of this sort, who is unable
to remember that knovring comes by thinking,
not by being told.
(2) It is another mistake to complain of
memory for not keeping wb..a.t it never held. If
facts or principles are to be remembered, the
attention must be concentrated upon them at the
time, and there must be a conscious effort to
remember.
(3) A third violation of the law comes from
the haste with which teachers require prompt and
rapid recitations in the very words of the book;
and, if a question is asked in class, to refuse
the pupil's tirre to think. If the pupil hesitates and stops for lack of thought, or in
1Ibid., pp. 91-93.
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apparent lack of memory, the fault lies in yesterday's teaching '>Thich shm.Js its fruit today;
but if it comes from the slo,mess of the pupil 1 s
thinking, or from the real dHficulty of the
subject, then time should be given for additional
thought; and, if the recitation period "Till not
permit it, let the answer hold over tmt.il the
next
time. 1
Gregory goes on to charge that:
It is to this hurried and unthinking lessonsaying that we m.re the superficial and i:rnpractical
character of so much of our teaching. Instead of
learning thoroughly the material of our lessons,
;,re endeavor to learn them only so as to recite
them promptly. If faults of this character are
prevalent in our day schools, hot:·T much n:ore serious
are they in the Sunday schools? If the lessons
of the Sunday schools are to carry over into the
lives of the pupils by puxifying·and exalting their
thoughts and rr:aking them 1-rise in the religious
beliefs taught them, the instruction must not be
mere telling, but must be accompanied by the
better methods used in the regular schools.2
Gregory concludes that if this law is properly followed, the
results of teaching will be far different.
transformed into a busy laboratory.
discoverers. 11 .3

11

The classroom will be

The pupils become thinkers--

Great truths 1vill be rrastered and applied to life.

Ne,., fields of knm,rledge vTill be opened, and the teacher will be
leading instead of driving.

"Their reconnaisance becomes a conquest.

Skill and pmrer grm.r i·Tith their exercise.

Through this process, the

students find out 1·That their minds are for, and become students of life. n4

libid., pp. 93-94.
2Ibid., pp. 94-95.
3

Ib1d.'

p.

95.
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G.

ADAPTATION TO THE CHILDREN'S DIVISION

The Law of the Teaching Process which was reviewed is, of course,
applicable to all age groups.

Hm.rever, let us no;.; apply it specifically

to children aging from birth to twelve years old, or that a.ge group
,..rhlch is co:mrnonly designated in Christian education as the children t s
division.

E. W. PraetoriuE1 has ~ade an analysis of the three cycles of
normal life:

childhood, adolescence, and adulthood in which he sets

forth the three or four periods or stages of growth that obtain in
each cycle of life.

He presents characteristics and needs found in

each of these periods.

Then he suggests how the Sunday school may

attempt to :meet the needs of its pupils in each period of life and
in each stage of their development.
His study devotes itself entirely to normal life, in which category most pupils are apt to be found.

He does not attempt to deal

with abnormal or subnormal life.
From the study, Praetorius has compiled an interesting chart
entitled, •1Recognizing God t s Divisions." The chart proceeds upon the
basis that ttthe needs of the pupil are basic and must determine the
policy and program of a school and dictate the laws that are to
govern the life of the school. n2
The chart brings out certain observations that are vital to our

1
2

Praetorius,
Ibid.' p. 3.

Q.E•

cit.
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thinking in contributing to our philosophy in establishing the Law
of the Teaching Process.
Childhood, according to Praetorius, is a period. of physical,
mental, and spiritual grouth.

It is a period of absorption,

ir.~es

sion, subjection, imitation, receptivity, trustfulness, and sincerity.
In the sensory--they love to receive; in the motor type--they love to
do.
In this chart, Rev. Praetorius has a section entitled,

11

The

Su.nday School Recognizing God's Divisions,n in which he suggests
methods of teaching to meet the needs of the pupil.

In the sugges-

tions he made, it was noticeable how he kept in mind the fact already
set forth that nchildren like to do."
For the Cradle Roll, the chart suggested object lesson instruction for those old enough to attend the Sunday school.

The period

prior to this was not covered other than giving suggestions for dealing 1.;rith the parents.
For the Beginners, the chart recommended stories, pictures,
objects and handwork, dramatization and worship through song, prayer,
offerings and Bible verses.
Recow~endations

for the Prirrary age were stories, pictures,

hand;.rork, and drame.tization. 1.J'orship in song, prayer, Bible drills,
and giving 1.;rere also listed as suggestions.
Hero stories, handwork and use of the Bible, merr.-orizing Scriptures and hynns, experience and training in worship, systematic giving,
and social activities are suggested for the Junior age.
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H.

SUlft.fARY

By way of s1.llllJl"8.ry 1-1e can say that the law of the teaching pro-

cess is a law of function.
The actual 1.rork of the teacher consists of the awakening and
setting in action the mind of the pupil, and the arousing of his selfactivities.
Kno;.rledge cannot be passed from one :mind to another like objects
from one receptacle to another, but must in every case be recognized
and rethought, and relived by the pupil.
All explanation and exposition are useless except as they
serve to excite and direct the pupil in his

O\~

thinking.

If the pupil himself does not think, there are no results of
the teaching.
The period from birth to twelve years of age is a time of
absorption, impression, subjection, invitation, receptivity, trustfulness, sincerity and a time ;_.rhen children love "to do. n
Teach..ing methods should be geared so as to make full use of
the desire to learn by doing.
Therefore, the building and equipment used in the teaching
process are of extreme importance if the pupil is to have an adequate
environment and proper facilities with which to learn.

CHAPTER THREE
SETTING OF THE TEACHING PROCESS
A.

INTRODUCTION

Buildings used in church school <·mrk are too often in very
unfavorable contrast when compared to the roows provided in the public
schools of the average community.l
In a great many cases practically the entire physical structure used by the Sunday school :must be rebuilt, i f the church can
hope to measure up to its responsibility to the community. 2
Buildings play a huge part in the teaching process.

For with-

out a pleasant and functional environment, the pupil will be distracted
from the lesson no matter how skillful the teacher may be in promoting
the teaching process.
Lois E. LeBar, in her book, Children in the Bible School, says
in effect, that a. person's inner spiritual condition is more important
than external factors, yet physical surroundings either help or hinder
spiritual teaching.

The child is more keenly susceptible to external

environment than is the adult.3
A dark, drab Sunday school room does not
teach him that God is a God of truth and beauty,
a God of joy and gladness.

lThe Interdenominational Bureau of Architecture, Building ~
Equi12ment for· Christian Educa.tion (New York: 1941), p. 6.
2 Thid.

Jersey:

3Lois E. LeBar, Children in the Bible School (~festwood New
Fleming H. R.evell Co., 1952), p. 44.
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. . .He. does
. . .not. .learn
. . .reverence
. . . . .in. a. con...
fined, cluttered place, or thanl~ess in
an oppressive, dismal room. The little chJLld
is extremely sensitive and impressionable.
He 1dll catch the attitude tm"ard the house
of God which the teachers and the physical
surroundings set for him. Therefore, every
room ~.rhere God t s ifoford is taught speaks a
message; it should say, 'Worship the Lord
in the beauty of holiness.' 'In his temple
eve!J~hing saith, Glory.' 1
Elbert

~"..

Conover, an architectural consultant in the field of

Christian education, writes:
Environment has a great deal to do with
the effectiveness of the teacher. One experienced children's worker insists that often
the effect and influence of the room more
po"\.-rerfully affects the religious life of a
child than the content of the lesson. Pleasant rooms, properly furnished, create an
harmonious atmosphere which inspires both
the leader and the group.2
B.

THE NE.ED FOR NEW BUILDINGS

The number one problem confronting most protestant churches
today is the problem of where to put the

child~en.

Each year more

babies are born in this country than in any previous.3 These vital
statistics are not classified by religious affiliation, but it does
not appear that protestantism is lagging behind the other groups as

1 Ibid.

;;lbert M. Conover, ~ Church School and Parish ~ Building
(Chicago: International Council of Religious Education Press, 1949), p. 5.
3 John R. Scotford, "Jvbre Room for :rvrore Children, n Protestant
Church .Administration ~ Equipment, \;linter 1954-55, p. 40.
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far as the baby crop is concerned.

This is

bou_~d

to spell congestion

for most Sunday schools. 1
There have been periods of time before this when Sunday schools
have been crowded.

They were in this condition for a brief period after

the first World War and for a longer one at the beginning of the century.
The children were jammed in and it was hoped they would learn something.
This same process cannot be duplicated today.

During the long years

of scanty attendance, the nature of our Sunday schools changed. From
f

mass assemblies they have been transformed into graded groups of
worshipping, learning children.

They accomplish more than in the

noisy, crowded days of old, but this requires more room and more quiet.
There are three ways in which the present situation can be met.
The first way to meet it is to make the

~ost

of the situation

by improvising the existing facilities to meet the present needs.

depends upon the building as to how much
if things are to be satisfactory.

adjust~ent

It

needs to be made

Divided sessions might also be held

to accomodate the crowds.
A second answer to our crowded schools is to add more space.

This can be done rrore economically and effectively than is commonly
thought.
John R. Scotford believes:
The present need is for babies in cribs,
and for two-, three-, four-, and five-year-olds.
Rare is the existing church which has attractive
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facilities for these ages. \fhen such quarters
are provided, they are almost always used during the week for private nursery schools and
kindergartens, thus rendering a much appreciated service to the community.l
These rooms should be of a different sort than of those toTe
have at the present time.
light, bright rooir.s vrith
access from the outside.

According to Scotford they should be
relati~rely

lovt ceilings and with direct

There shotud be no steps to climb; these

rooms should be on the ground.·-?
There is just one drawback to this proposal of adding on
room.s and that is that it requires plenty of land.

If more land

cannot be had and the Sunday school has outgrotoTn its present quarters, the school should seriously consider Ircving.

This is the

third ,,ray the crm.rded situation can be met.
C.

THE CHURCH AND CHURCH SCHOOL BUILDING B0011

Church building construction is a necessrurJ part of this picture and it is very significant that it continues to boom.3
For 1954, the Commerce Department estimated 500 million dollars
worth of church building.

The figure, based on building perwits,

actually turned out to be 585 million dollars and does not include

3
see Appendix A.
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During the first quarter of 1955, ne1.r building starts amounted
to 215 :rrdllion dollars--32 per cent ahead of the figure for the same
period of 1954. 1
Every denowination shares in the record.

~eeting

at Atlantic

City, the middle-sized American Baptist Convention, for example, with
six thousand churches and one willion six hundred members reported a
building boom in their church unequaled since pioneer days.

At least

half of' their churches are carrying on building campaigns, and 6 million 500 thousand dollars of' an 8 million dollar nchurches for Net.r
Frontiers 11 building aid fund already raised.

Educational facilities

figure largely in these or any other statistics. 2
In the Fall of 1955, the Departments of' Co:rrmerce and Labor
of.ficially predicted that net.r church construction i·rould set an alltime record or 750 rrdllion dollars for 1955.3
July's total (a record to that date) was 66 willion dollars-topping the previous high (June) by 4 million dollars, and topping
July, 1954, by 14 million dollars.4
It is estimated that in 1965 the United States will have 70
thousand nevT churches and that they will cost 6 billion dollars.

In

11tPerspectives," Protestant Church Administration and E;,9.uipreBnt, Summer 1955, p. 7.

311Perspectives, 11
Fall 1955, p. 400
4Ibid.

Protes~ Church Administration~ Equipment,
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addition, sorr.e t1"1elve thousand five hundred other church buildings-mostly religiotw education facilities--will be constructed.l
To turn the clock back again to 1955, Dr. Alewyn L. Roberts,
general director of Christian education for the National Council of
Churches, told the Tvrenty-third International Sunday School Convention
that Sunday schools must right now recruit twelve thousand new teachers
and add four hundred thousand classes every week, just to keep pace
with the population growth in the United States and Canada.

Sunday

school enrollment is up 122 per cent since 1906, but still only 37
per cent of the children, 24 per cent of the youth, and 14 per cent
of adults are being reached.2
D.

BUILDING FOR CHRISTIAN EDUCATION

The importance of the Sunday school is now more than ever recognized as the largest single source of church members available to
a congregation.

It is said that the Sunday school recruits 70 to 75

per cent of all new church members joining by profession of faith.3
It is quite obvious that the Christian education building is
not to be an end in itself.

A building is a tool, and this should not

be forgotten; neither let us forget that tools are essential.
C. Harry Atkinson

As

t~ites:

2Thid., E"Perspectivesrr quotes Dr. Alewy~.
3Quotation from class lecture, Dr. Herbert ~.;. Byrne, "Teaching
Principles, 11 \•I estern Evangelical Sew.inary, October 1954.
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A church is not an impressive mausoleum;
it is a workshop. If the church is not designed and equipped to be a fitting workshop,
and i f its meFbers are not disposed to be
v.rorkmen, then the building is shovT and pretense, whether arching Gotb...ic or angular
contemporary. But if the church :meFber is
committed to vrork, he must have a place in
1·Thich to work, a sanctuary in ;.rhich to find
his strength, a base from which to exercise it.l
Arrericans have been conscious of their educational responsibilities for many generations.

}fuch has been invested in providing

our Sunday schools with good lesson material.

But today this author

is convinced that for the first time the church is giving proper
interest to building for Christian education.
One only needs to look through a few churches to see that up
to the present time we have had little conception of vrha.t architecture
is essential for good education.

It appears that the traditional

church building of the past generation was erected without any thought
of an educational program.2 William H. Leach, in 14riting on this
subject, claims that a church spending 100 thousand dollars for a
new church, puts at least 80 thousand dollars into the worship facilities.

He then said,

11

Perhaps the basement and one or two little rooms

were assigned for Sunday school classes. 11 3

lnPerspectives,tt

.Q.E•

cit.

~Hlliam H. Leach, 1~.J'e are Building for Christian Education, 11
Church }~nagement, June 1954, vol. XXX, no. 9, p. 18.
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}'ir. l.each charges t:b..at during recent years in Christian edu-

cation the church has not provided proper room for the different
systeF.s that have been instituted.

He states that:

During these years we saw a splurge of
so-called 'graded lessons.• But there were
no rooms for the grades. Then we swung to
departnJ:ental lessons but, again, there was
no provision made for the departnJ:entso
A three-year cycle was created for lesson
material. The idea was that each' department
would have its own asse~bly and individual
classroows. Not one church in three hundred
provided such rooms. One Junior class
wight meet in the basement while another 1vas
meeting in the kitchen. There 1-rere no walls
for enclosing the departnJ:ent. Classes were
placed of necessity where there was space.l
Ho,·rever, Leach does not blame church leadership too much for
this situation.

For, as he said,

11

It is not easy to get good educa-

tional rooms in the traditional piled up church. 112
Leach goes on to comment on this by

1~iting:

Architects seldom have a more frustrating
task than trying to convert the old style
church buildings into good educational rooms.
There are church building tragedies in all of
our cities. Great churches have been constructed
for worship. No-v1 faced 'tdth the desire to add
educational rooms they fight that problem.
This, together with the cost of building, causes
them to hesitate. In some instances the only
rational solution is to let the old church
buildings stand but erect, in addition, new
educational buildings. ~any times the architect tries to have the new buildings harmonize
with the old but the effort is often abortive.3
1

Thid.

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid.
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Leach states that churches today are recognizing that the
programs of
purposes.

~orship

and education must be thought of as two separate

He is brought to this conclusion because architecture for

education is far removed from architecture for worship.

He enlarges

upon this '"hen he writes :
\'Thile a generation ago most of the roney
for church building went into the worship unit,
we at Church ~anagernen~ have learned that among
the churches building today about one-half of
the money goes into the educational and social
unit. Inasmuch as this type of construction
costs less than that for worship, much more
than half of the area of the ne~r building~
goes into the educational and social rooms.
E.

ORGANIZING TO BUILD

1.

Early Planning

The matter of building a nevr church house is of concern to the
entire membership of the church.

This is especially true in building

for Christian education.
1<Torkers in the educational program of the
church will have suitable and adequate facilities
for their essential work only -vrhen the whole
congregation has a deep concern for Christian
education.2
In the early planning it would be wise to show the needs in
Christian education today in order that a proportionate amount will be

2Elbert 11. Conover, The Church School ~ Parish ~ Building
(Chicago: International Council of Religious Education, 1949), p. 5.
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allocated to that unit.

This is shown in the follo-vring statement

by Conover:

It is unfortunate that in many instances
those who wield a strong influence in a building program are unable to vievr the entire
enterprise with fairly proportional interest
in all its parts. Some churches, for example,
-vrill spend far :rrore for a pipe organ than they
will for the church school equipment needed to
make their teaching effective.l
Perhaps one of the most important beginning steps when planning
a new building,

or additions is to notice certain defi-

i~·ovements,

nite trends in Christian education.
~

Church School and Parish

~

Elbert Conover, in his book,
Building, sets this forth in bold

print:
Those who plan the building should realize
that the 'sit and listen while teacher talks'
type of church school is a thing of the past,
and that church school rooms today are places
of living activity in which several kinds of
learning experiences take place.2
2.

Location

"There is no more important decision for a church to make than
that concerning its permanent location.n3
If the church is to be built in a new location, the church

1 Ibid., p. 7.

3tUlliam A. Harrell, Planning Better Church Buildings (Nashville:
Broadman Press, 1947), p. 12.
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usually purchases a lot before a building committee is appointed.

1

The selection of a site needs caref1u thought and Fany times the
desired lot is not available.
Harrell holds that population is the greatest factor in determining a site.
It should not be on a side street or on an
inside lot. The church building sholtid be located
on a corner in the center of activities and accessible to the largest number of people to be served.
Do not try to avoid the noise of a busy street.
The church building sholtid be where the rost people
are and 'tvhere the rost people will pass by and
where the most people will be served by it.2
Leach offers these five important guides in the selection of
a location:
(1) The lot should be of sufficient
size to accomodate the proposed building,
to give parking space for automobiles, and
to have an area about the completed structure for la-vm, air, and atmosphere. J:1any
city buildingscodes now make parking space
essential to a building perFit.
(2) It should be near the geographical center of the parish. Studies have shmrn
that interest in the work of the local church
has a definite relationship to proximity.
This is especially true for the church school.
(3) It should be near public transportation. Not everyone possesses an automobile.
¥any churches have been handicapped during
the war years by being off bus and streetcar
lines. This requirement may be qualified by
the addition of a caution that the building
be far enough from the street that the streetcar and automobile noises will not interfere
with the services of worship.

lwilliam H. Leach, Protestant Church Building (New York:
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1953), p. 18.
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(4) r,]hen the church is built on a lot,
even with or higher than the street level,
a more commanding appearance is secured.
Usually a lot ivhich slants downward from
the street is less effective than one which
slants the other i-TaY.
(5) The lot should be deep enough so
that it is not necessary to build to the
sidewalk. Impressiveness is gained by an
expanse of lai.rn leading to the entrance.l

Because of the modern day trend toward campus-style churches,
three acres is considered the mininrurn1 for a site today.2
3.

The Building Committee

The third step should be the appointment of a building committee.

The beginning steps can be carried on without such a

co~-

mittee, but at this stage it is time to formulate one.
The bu:i.lding committee should be representative of the whole
church.

Leach) gives the following rules in the selection of this

important committee.

The size of the congregation should determine

the size of the committee.

The only rights the committee has are those

conferred upon it by the church.

No

co~ittee

should consider it has

the right to confer with the architect unless that privilege is clearly
set forth by the church.
The follovting tasks for the building comrnittee are set forth by
Leach:

~each, QE• cit., pp. 19-20.
2scotford, QE• cit., p. 42
3Leach, QE• cit., pp. 20-21.
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••• to study plans of churches, employ an
architect, make contracts in the name of the
church with the builders, and see that the
building is properly erected. It will also
have the direction of the program of public
relations trhich publicizes the project to the
local congregation and the community at large.l
F.

1.

THE BUILDING

The .Architectural Plan

Circumstances are compelling us to build differently than in
the past.

Instead of the piled up church of yesterday with

F~

steps

to cliFb, frequent traffic jams, and a confusion of voices as different
departments sang different songs simultaneously, the spread out church
of the future is emerging, vTith everything on one floor, no steps, and
no interference of sound between one area and another.
Leach in an article in Church Jfanagement said that the quickest
method of appraising church school architecture is to examine some of
the newer public school bui1dings. 2 He continues with this analysis:
!bst of the principles of good public schools
will apply to church school building. Some features
will strike you immediately. You will see that the
new schools are building on an expansive land area.
The buildings themselves are spread out. They are
either one story or two stories in height. One
story buildings will probably predominate among
the newer schools. They have no basements except
such excavations as way be necessary for boilers
or other heating and cooling equipment. You will
probably notice that the ceilings are comparatively

1

Ibid.

~lfilliam H. Leach, "Building for Christian Education, n Church
~:anagement,

,J1me, 1954, vol. XXX, no. 9. p. 20 ..
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lOi·T and that there is much windovt space. If you
go into the building you will find wide corridors,
drinking fountains, adequate 't4a.Sh roorn and toilet
facilities and good entrances and exits. These
features, of coursei should be transferred to
the church school.
Regardless of whether a church plans for departmentalization
or organizing for the teaching process there are still certain overall
architectural considerations in planning.

Al:most all -vrriters in the

field of church architecture today make mention of them.
The first is to separate the concept of the two units, worship
and education.

The educational rooms and facilities should be thought

of apart from the 1v-orship unit.

If the educational unit is to be

attached to the church proper they should still be built along the
lines of public school buildings.

They do not need to be ornate, but

they need to be serviceable.2
Lester E. \.J'hiternan, Director of Associated Evangelical Architects, says:
The new addition need not duplicate
style of existing building, especially i f
it is of costly traditional design. A steep
roof does not lend itself to inexpensive floor
space. Flat roofs are less costly and usually
tie in ,.Jell. ~lbney can be saved in si:mple
construction and cutting unnecessary ite:mE as
false ceilings, plaster, and the like.3

1
2

rbid.
Ibid.

3Lester E. TJlhiternan, 11 Planning Better Church Architecture,n
NSSA \.J'orksho.J2. Outlines, ed. by The National Sunday School Association
~Chicago: NSSA Press, 195~, p. 167.
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Secondly, build on the ground floor.

Whiteman asserts that

basements are not desirable, nor are they cheap, and should only be
used when absolutely necessary.

"If used, a basement should have

large windows, be cheery, colorful and dry.n1
Basement
states.

roO~$

in public schools are now prohibited in some

The states that do permit such rooms usually nOi.r have codes

which require a certain degree of daylight.

It is doubtful i f most

of the older churches would qualify in this particular situation. 2
Leach states that "most church basements are dark and dingy
affairs.n

"Aesthetics are against them. 11 3

Leach also agrees with Whiteman when he says that basements
are expensive.

¥ore detail is entailed when he writes:

There is the problem of entrances. :Vost
states will require five foot wide doorways
leading to the ground level. There must be
at least two stairways. Assume that each of
these stairways takes 150 square feet from
the first floor.

. . .In. addition,
. . . . . the
. . basements,
. . . . . .to. be. .satis..

factory, must have waterproofed walls to prevent humidity, rot, mildew and summer condensation.4
T. Norman ¥ansell of Philadelphia, a well-known church architeet writes:

1

Ib;_~.' p.

168.

2
Leach, 2£• £it., pp. 20-22.
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I am convinced that a first floor school,
from the standpoint of efficient use, ease of
egress, fewer hazards for young and old, and
lighting, is to be preferred to a basement
school, even i f nore expensive. And there is
every reason to believe that a small but wellplanned one-floor unit is better than a basement of a larger area, costs being the same
for both. To rrw mind there is only one valid
reason for a basement eiucational unit. That
is inadequate lot size.
2.

Location of the Children's Division

The little children should be in one section of the building.
The pre-school children are important to the Sunday School.

Rooms

assigned to small children should be on the first floor, above grade
level, and preferably in a part of the building away from crowed
halls and traffic congestion.

Children should not be put in basement

areas or in rooms with no outside windm..r exposure.2 Their rooms
should be near an entra..'rlce easily reached by parents on their way to
and from tvorship.

An orderly procedure should be drafted with care

from pre-school groups, through the primary, and junior.

In a two-

story building the children's division should be placed on the first
floor; i f there is to be but one floor, they should be located near
the church entrance.3

-----1T. Norman :rtansell, in npresbyterian Life," April 3, 1954, quoted
in vTilliam H. Leach, 11Building for Christian Education, II Church Manage-:
ment, June, 1954, vol. XXX, no. 9, p. 22.
2c. F.arry Atkinson, nA New Day for Christian Education," Protestant Churc_Ja Administrat.!.Qn. !!!<! EguiJ2ment, Summer 1955, p. 26.
3Leach, 2.12.• c:i:_~.
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3. Rooms for the Children's Division
Children are important.

The church must be concerned with the

provision made for their Christian education.

The place in which these

boys and girls meet is more influential in the religious life of the
boys and girls than is often realized.
to Christian living.

The rooms should be conducive

Attendance may be affected and the interest of

the children may be determined by the rooms.
The church is the first place aside of his own home to which the
small child ordinarily goes.

For him, this is life's first problem

in adjustment, and the happier it proves to be, the easier will later
ones work out.

From the child's point of view, the more the church is
1
like home, the better.
The physical facilities which a church provides for the children
are very important. 2
Rooms for children should be on a child's
scale so far as possible. Ceilings should be as
lo'!.¥ as the la-t.r allows. The dimensions should not
be either too small or too big, for excess in
either direction can be a bit frightening.3
S~c-~.

Space is an important factor in any consideration of the

use of equipment for religious education.
In the teaching process, the trend is toward using all the space

------1John R. Scotford, "The Smallest Children," Protestant Church
Administration and ~guiEment, Winter 1953-54, p. 36.
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all the time.

The practice has been to hold departmental worship

services in large rooms while class rooms were unused, then shift the
entire department to class rooms, leaving the worship room empty.
With this system there has to be two chairs for each person and each
space is used for only half of the chm-ch school time.
The trend is swinging nm.r, especially in the children 1 s division, toward small departments, meeting separately in self-contained
rooms, used throughout the Sunday school period, with the entire program in the same room.l
For a more detailed study of this

11

2-grade system, 11 the writer

would suggest these t1.ro articles by Charles J. Betts:

"Building for

Religious Education," Q.h;urq,l:;, Mlnagement, October, 1952, vol. XXIX,
no. 1, P• 76, and ffTrends in Educational Facilities, II Chm-ch r.:a.na~
ment, October, 1953, vol. XXX, no. 1, p. 60.
Betts2 recommends that no children's class should include more
than twenty pupils.

C. Harry .Atkinson3 reports that the maximum sizes

now recommended by religious education leaders for children's groups
are as follows:

lc. Harry Atkinson, nEquipment to Fit," IJl.ier.na.t.iqn,.a!
o£: Religio'U§. Il)gucation, July-August, 1955, p. 7.

Jo~

2
charles J. Betts, "Trends in Educational Facilities, n Q.h.u;rc£
~~' October, 1952, vol. XXX, no. 1, p. 60.
3
Atkinson,

~·

cit.
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Nursery, 12 to 15 children
Kindergarten, 15 to 20 children
Primry, 20 to 25 children
Junior, 20 to 25 children
As for the space requirements, obviously, the needs of a Sunday
school of one hundred will differ from those of one thousand, but for
the use of equipment such as that portrayed in the next chapter, the
floor space per person needed, as reported by C. Harry Atkinson, is as
follm.rs:
Nursery and Kindergarten: 30 to 35 sq. ft.,
good; 25 to 30 sq. ft., fair; under 25 sq. ft.,
poor. (The government standard for weekday
nurseries is 40 sq. ft.
Prin:ary and Junior : 25 to 30 sq. ft. ' good;
20 to 25 sq. ft., fair; belOi>T 20 sq. ft., poor.l
Harrell computes space allotnents on a percentage basis.

He

vrrites:
Relative floor space should be allowed
for each department according to the average
numbers which may reasonably be expected to
attend.
These averages are as follo't.rs: Nursery,
4-7 per cent; Beginner, 5-6 per cent; Primary,
9-10 per cent; Junior, 13 per cent.2
The Interdenominational Bureau of Architecture gives the followfung
advice in determining space requirements, tfThe maxhmm attendance of a
group, with

carefu~

consideration for expected grovnh, should be the

basic figure in estin:ating space requirements. n3

2

Harrell,

~·

£it., p. 55

Emma Jane fxamer nakes the following statement on this
sub,ject:
Floor space is a very important item.
The younger the child the more space he needs.
Children are active and need plenty of room
in i·Thich to move about. They learn through
activities and since several activities may
be going on at the same time, there needs to
be space enough to make this possible.
The follo1.ring space is reconm:ended:
Nursery---30-40 square feet per child.
Kindergarten---20-30 square feet per child.
Primary---18 square feet per child.
Junior---18 square feet per child .1
nsince little children use more oxygen proportionately than
adults use, they require ample space and good ventilation," writes
Lois E. LeBar.2
Cradle Roll and Nursery class children should
have t\.renty to thirty square feet per child; Beginners, eighteen to tw~nty-five; Primaries and Juniors,
fifteen to eighteen.j
Elbert

1~~.

Conover gies the follovTing specifications:

A Nursery for children under liyears, 250
square feet for ten children and attendant. A
Nursery room for •toddlers,' 1t-2t years of age,
about 300 square feet for 15 children and two
attendants.
A Nursery class room for 2i-3 years of
age, 400-450 square feet for 20 children and
tt.m attendants.

. . .A.class
. . .room
. . for
. . 4. year
. . .old. .children,
. . . . .320.

340 square feet for 16 children.

A

class room

1 Kramer, nBefore You Build, tt Reprinted from Child Guidance,
1949.
2

LeBar,

.Q.E•

cit., p. 46.
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~or

5 year old children, 360 or more square
feet for 16 to 18 pupils.l

Rectangular rooms are the most usable, with a ratio of three feet
in length for each t'l>ro feet in \vidth or of four feet in length for each
three feet in width, the long dimension on the outside t<Tall, and tvith
at least one \..Tall unbroken by doors or •rindo-vrs. 2
Some writers also state that it is good to have outdoor space
available to each department, preferably adjacent to the department
room, t.rith tvindows looking out upon it.

This space is relatively in-

expensive in most cases and is a valuable supplerrent duxing several
months, the year around in a warm cli~ate.3
Floors.

The natural habitat of the small child is the floor.

Making sure that this is warm and clean is even more important than
buying furniture .4
1\fhile all v..rriters agree that the floors should be attractive
and clean they do not agree a.s to composition or as to t-Thether or not
they should be covered with carpeting.

Kramer5 believes the floors

should be hardwood, rubber tile, or something

lconover, QE.• cit., p. 29.
2Atkinson, QE.• cit.

4scotford, QE• ~.

si~ilar.

She states

that solid colors are to be desired, if some covering is used.
Conover has much to say about floors and mentions several
compositions as being satisfactory.

He considers hard wood floors

at.tractive if they are kept in good condition.

"However, there is

no ,,vood finish that will stand up tmder the wear of gritty shoes and
classroom furniture vrithout frequent refinishing, n he states.l The
importance of quiet and soundproofing in the selection of a floor
is mentioned by him.
Linoleum is a good covering for concrete if above the ground,
according to Conover. 2 Cork, rubber tile, asphaltic tile are also
suitable for use over concrete.3
Wood is the least expensive of materials, Conover believes,
but other materials are reasonably quiet, sanitaiJr, easily cleaned,
and require no expensive upkeep.

He comrr:ents on these by writing:

Linoleum, with its unlimited range of colors
and its diversified inserts and borders, affords
a great deal of variety. The linoleum, which is
three-sixteenths of an inch in thickness, commonly called battle-ship, has long 1vearing qualities. Linoleum, up to the present time, is used
on floors above ground. Rubber tile, a bit more
expensive than linoleum, has excellent wearing
qualities. Single vrorn units can easily be replaced; it has great resiliency and a wide range
of decorative colors and designs.4

lconover,

.Q.E•

2Ibid.
3Ibid.
4Ibid.' p. 67.

cit., p. 65.
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Conover shys away from plastic floors, taking a "wait and
seen attitude tot.rard them.

He says, "They appear to be durable,

sanitary and have infinite color possibilities, but their durability
vrill have to be tested further.nl
He is high in his praise for cork tile and cork floorings,
saying, they 11 are quiet and comfortable, have excellent insulation
qualities, some acoustical value, and are less slippery than most
materials.n 2
A Nazerene Manual, reco:rnmends either inlaid linoleum, or small

cheerful thro1-1 rugs in cheerful colors, especially for the nursery.3
Lois E. LeBar prefers carpeted floors, especially for the little
children, saying that it provides a "warm, homelike atmosphere, 11 and
serves to deaden noise.

~fhen

carpets cannot be afforded, she suggests

that i·Tashable rugs be provided for activities on the floor.
seems little excuse for allowing

s~all

ttThere

children to gather on cold,

noisy concrete," writes LeBar.4
Walls and Ceilings. Walls and ceilings are important too.
Kramer believes they should be soundproof; there should be no posts
or jutting walls.

1
2

Rough plaster is also undesirable for such walls

Ibid.
Ibid •

.3The Church Nursery, The Nursery Division, Department of Church
Schools, Church of the Nazarene, Kansas City, n.d., p. 4.

4
l<EJBar,

.QR•

cit., p. 49.
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catch dirt and young children get skinned arrrs and legs when they rub
against them.l
The only thing found that Conover had to say on this subject
was the following:
Ceilings to be 8 feet in height, liberal
amount of clear glass in vri.11dows 1•Tith small
colorful 'incidentals• inserted. Decorations
to be planned in conference.2
't.J'illiam H. Leach, in the follo't.ring, offers this bargain in the
construction of walls:
Cost way be cut in many ways without
sacrificing quality. Outside walls may be
straight. Many churches are today using
with satisfaction the larger building blocks
for the walls, both exterior and interior.
Paint is applied directly to the blocks so
the cost of plastering is avoided. If the
school is on one floor the savings in stair
vTe]~s for basement and second story are
possible •.3
'\•ialls and ceilings should provide soft, mellOi.J" backgrounds for

1

pictures, drapes, and decorations, 11 according to LeBar.4 She also
believes that the effect of space is better given by subdued colors
than by bright ones.
Atkinson, emphasizes sound resistance in
He explains 1,rhy in the foll01.ring paragraph:

L

Kramer,

QE.•

cit.

2conover, .212• cit., P• .30.

3teach,

QE.•

cit., Po 23.

4-r,eBar, .212• cit., p. 49 •

~>Tall

construction also.
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An active church school group will not
be as quiet as a passive group. Sound does
not necessarily indicate disorder in church
school any more than with a choir or orchestra.
Active groups create sound and other groups
need to be protected from it. This should be
Y~pt in ~ind when the basic structure of a
building and the wall coverings are planned.
Storage cabinets and closets along dividing
t.ralls usually help deaden sound.l
Light.

Light is preferred by children over darkness.

A four-

year old has enough sense to file a noisy protest when ushered from
God's sunshine into a dark basement.

On the other hand, sunshiny

quarters 1.rith big 'I.J"indo;..rs down 1,1here a child can see out of them have
proved a wonderfully sound investment.2
f.ramer reco!!JI!!ends that windovm be lm·T enough for the children
to see out and that they have clear glass.3
t'\tlindovr space is computed as one-fourth of the floor space, 11

1

writes LeBar.4 She also recommends clear glass for younger children,
and Prirr.ary and Junior classrooms.

She says that large t-rindows are

desirable, and if the outlook is pleasant, lm·T windo-vrs 1-dth window
seats will allow the children to observe the natural world out-ofdoors in addition to objects of nature which are brought into the
room.

She concludes by saying, "The 1.rindows rray extend to i.J"ithin

1Atkinson, £!?.• cit.

-2scotford, 2£·

~Bar,

£1i.,

p. 36.

£!?.• cit., p. 48.
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six inches of the ceiling and t1,10 feet from the corners, "(.Tith little
space bet1>1een, to avoid shadows. nl
Let us also consider artificial lighting as not all churches are
able to take full advantage of God's natural light.
One 1>1riter claims that 95 per cent of the churches need nevT lighting.2 Good lighting is basic to learning, he asserts, and therefore
should be the first step tm-1ard alrrost any church improvement, whether
in the sanctuary or Christian education facilities.
This same writer favors indirect lighting.

These lights from a

trough around the side of a room have been tried in several cases and
it has been found that such lights take the ooximum of current per footcandle of light delivered, because the light is directed against the
ceiling and then reflected do~.3

Indirect lighting seems to be the

trend today and is favored by the "(.Triter of this thesis.
In trDdernizing lighting in a classroom, certain principles should
be kept in mind:
Our eyes find it painful to look to-vrard
a light--as every night-time autorrobile driver
knmv-s. Any exposed source of light makes us
uncomfortable. Our eyes should never meet
light head on; they should rather go with the
light. Headlights are a joy--to the people
behind them. This principle outlaws any exposed light bulbs anywhere in a church. It
questions any form of light 1-1hich comes

2

"New Lighting for Learning, 11 Protestant Church Adrninistration
and Eguip:ment, Fall 1955, p. 28.
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directly tot·Tard the eye.. l'any are the
headaches and great drm.J"siness induced
by exposed lights.l
Today the emphasis is shifting from 1..vhere the light starts to
.
the p1 ace r..r.here 1. t arr1ves,

. t es one auth_or. 2 He :mentions that in

'1-Trl

the past 1·Ie have sought to pretty up lights by decorating them vlith
lanterns, bowls, shades.

If the light that shines out horizontally

is kept dim, there is something to be said for these fixtures.
ever, the present tendency is for the
from the normal range of vision.

11

sot~ce

Hmv--

of light to be rerrcved

This is done, 11 he states, nby either

hanging it high, recessing it in the ceiling or by putting it flush
against the ceiling.

Light is invisible until it hits so:mething.n3

This same writer is high in his praise of modern lighting,
when he Hrites:
The great virtue of :modern lamps is that
they direct their rays. The old bulb scattered
its light in an arc of 360-degrees horizontally
and another arc of 360-degrees vertically. Its
rays quite literally rode off in all directions.
The ne1lr lights are aimed.
proper selection
and correct adjustment they can be made to do
,just ivhat is desired, and no more. You can dra1.v
a line across a church and a lighting engineer
can give you day on one side of it and night on
the other. vie are n:asters of light as never
before.4
,

-----------

4 Ibid.
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The color of a room can either

Christian education us~, according to Betts.

n~ke

it or break it for

He goes on to say that

it costs no more to put on blue than it does white.

The color in each

room should be chosen for, but not necessarily by, the group that is
to occupy the room.
11

"The color for a three-year-old," writes Betts,

1.J"ill not be the same as that for a thirty-year-old. ul The size, shape,

orientation and

~any

other factors also detertrdne the color to be used.

According to Kramer, color schem€s should be planned with regard to light and aesthetic values.
should harmonize.

The walls, ceiling, and woodwork

Plain 1·ralls give an appearance of spaciousness.

Stencils or fads in design should be avoided.2
Atkinson says that color should be chosen for its neffect upon
emotion, its contribution to illumination, and its harmony and balance
1dth such factors as furnishings, viet·TS from \·lindows, and sunlight

cotring into the, room. n3
\{alls and

1~roodt-TOrk

should be cream, pastel green, or soft yellovr

where there is lack of sunlight, according to a l\Tazerene n:anual. 4
Conover has much to say about color as he says that "in Christian education

vle

can no longer be careless of the use of so por,rerful

lBetts, 2£• cit., p. 62.
2
K.ramer, 2£• cit.
3Atkinson, Q£• cit., P•

44.

4 11The Church Nursery, 11 2£•

ill•,

p. 5.
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an ally as effective color schewes.n

1

He adds:

Through the i.dse use of color, patients
in hospitals are made to feel 'l"'ell sooner;
accidents in industrial plants are reduced;
attitudes are changed; better i ..Jork is done in
schools; homes are ~ade ~~re attractive and
effective.2
Tying this in 'lvith Christian education, he asserts that if
"~<Te

can decide i·rhat attitudes and feelings we wish to obtain on the

pa.rt of the pupils, color engineers can suggest which colors can
assist in realizing these aims.3
The selection of color and wall finishes is of great importance
to the Sunday school teacher.

The pupils cow£ort, attention, and con-

duct are affected to a great extent by the color scheme as 1iTell as the
environment of the room.4
A 'I·Tell-decorated room possesses charm;
a sense of pleasurable welcome is felt; it
is attractive; one 1.rishes to return to it.
It encourages attention to the lWrk to be
carried on. In a properly decorated room
one is not annoyed by a too intense reflection of light, nor is he depressed by drab
and unappealing colors.5

It is difficult to suggest exact colors to use because the test
of a room satisfactorily decorated must be made in the room itself; and
the names of color tones differ with the different manufacturers.

1

conover, QE• cit., p. 37.

2 Thid.

3Ibid.
l~.Th!.U-

5Ibid.
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Then, too, the effect of colors differs with the amount of natural
light received by the room, the vray the paint is applied, and the
condition of the surface under the paint.l
Conover offers these three important suggestions in selecting
color schemes.
First, employ the services and then follow the advice of a
competent architect who is interested in church work.

vJhen interior

decorators are employed, they should be people who understand thoroughly
the purposes for 1..rhich the rooms are to be used and the effect of colors
2
upon children.
Secondly, take sufficient time to consider the decoration of
each room in the building.

Ask the architect to furnish a color scheme

painted in the actual color on cards, for each room to be decorated.J
Thirdly, colors should be mixed and samples laid upon the t..rall
and ceiling in the room where they are to be used.

As Conover writes:

Amateurs in this field are likely to mistake the total effect in a large room when they
see only a small sample of the color scheme.
•

•

•

0

•

•
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Sample color cards furnished by manufacturers sometimes fade and become different from
the color of the actual paint.3
In selecting the actual colors, Conover recommends the following:
Colors selected should be of soft or
mellm1 tones. Strong colors should be avoided,
especially red, blue, and strong yellow. Colors

2

Thid.' p. 38.
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should suggest sunshine for north rooms--vrarmer shades of yellow and buff for example.
For rooms receiving a great deal of natural
light at the time of use, more quieting,
cooling colors should be used, such as applegreen, blue-green, light olive, tea or tones
of gray. 1ihile pure white has a high light
reflecting value, it is too cold and not
comfortable.l
In case the -vralls \>Tould have a neutral shade, colors could be

added in the

s~~des,

in curtains, good colored pictures, and vases

for flovrers. 2
In finishing base woodwork boards, doors, windm,r trims, and
chair rails, Conover

reconm~nds

that they be stained a dark oak or

walnut tone and finished with a good quality dull, glossless varnish
or lacquer.
Such finish will harmonize with any sUitable tones of 1.rall or furniture and should last
as long as the building without refinishing.
Fingerprints and other marks seldom sho•.r on it
and it may be washed or vraxed indefinitely. 3
Heating.

The perfect heating system for any and all conditions

does not exist.4
The following factors are common to almost all Christian education buildings when attempting to find a satisfactory heating system:

1

2

Ibid.
Ibid.

3 Ibid.
4zay Smith, 11 Heating the Church School, 11 Church :Management,
March, 1954, vol. XXX, no. 6, p. 32.
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(1) Intermittent use--.

(2) Use of only part of building at some ti~es.
(3) Need for warmed floors, especially in
nursery and priirary rooms.
(4) Need for quick heat.
(5) The desire for filtere~properly humidified ventilation without drafts.
(6) Restricted budget.l

Several types of heating and heating systems were studied

01

the

writer of this thesis, and the system which seems to be the most practical from the standpoint of the preceding factors is that which was
designed by Zay Sm:tth, an architect from Chicago, and is called 11Ra.dicontt.
Lest more space than necessary be taken in this section, the
technical description of the system vrill not be included, but the interested reader is referred to his article in Church Y:anagement. 2 However,
the follm,ring list contains the clai:med advantages to 11Radicon n by Mr.
Smith:

(1) Permits economical frame construction
(though it does not require it)o
(2) Uses stock forced vrarm air furnace
for gas oil or coal.
(3) Eliminates most duct work.
(4) Uses inexpensive base board registers
1.rhich cost and look the same as ordinary base boards.
(5) Provides t-rarmed floors in winter.
(6) Permits air conditioned cooling in summer.
(7) Provides constant draftless ventilation with
filtered air of proper humidity and temperature.
(8) Provides reasonably quick heat.
(9) Provides evenly distributed heat throughout entire room.
(10) Provides perimeter heat, i.e. at the outside i.talls t.rhere the heat is most needed.
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(11) Perwits allocation of heat as desired,
even to a portion of a room.
(12) Permits zone control of any part of
building.
(13) Econonucal first cost.
(14) Simple and inexpensive maintenance.
(15) Cost of operation no greater than
ordinary convection system.l
If this system can satisfactorily accomplish these fifteen
advantages then it would meet all the required laws of properly heating the children's division in a Christian education building.
Ventilation.

~ost

churches have given inadequate attention to

ventilation.2
A room is not fit for children if the air is stale and musty,
or damp and clam:m;r.

11

Clean, moving, moist air kept at a dependable

heat of 65 to 70 degrees should be considered a necessity for each church
school room. n3
Fresh air is essential, but care should be taken that no draft
sweeps across the floor or over the heads of children.

There should be

a circulation of air to keep the room uniformly warm, especially the
floor, vrhere children play.

Floor registers, heaters, and steam radi-

ators should have screens to protect children from burns.4

3
LeBar, .QE• cit., p. 48.
4nThe Church Nursery, 11 op. cit., p. 4.
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Furnishings.

Rest room facilities are an imperative need that

outt..reigh the advantages of a room on the ground floor •·lith sunny
exposure.l
Toilet fittings for children are ideal.

Otherwise, a sturdy

step up to the toilet seat and i.fash basin should be provided.
very small children a training chair
over the toilet seat.

shou~d

For

be available to place

If the nursery room is some distance from the

rest room, a toilet chair may be placed behind a screen in the room.
Paper bags should be on hand for wet or soiled diapers.

The parents'

names can then be ;.,rritten on the bags and all kept in a covered container until called for. 2
The ne1.rer public schools are placing child's toilets in a partitioned-off corner of the kindergarten and first grade rooms.

This

is a long overdue improven:ent \.rh:j_ch the churches might •,.rell adopt)
There are many decorative features that can be added to the
children's rooms to create a homelike, lived-in, attractive atmosphere.
Drapes, pictures, rugs and flo1.rers bring beauty and color to vrhat wight
othenrise be an uninteresting place.

Lois E. LeBar t..rrites:

Curtains or drapes present many and varied .
possibilities for delighting the eye and cheering the room for children. Sheer, bright curtains will help greatly in a dark room. Dirty,
drab, drooping curtains ~>rill speak of neglect

----------------1

2

Ibid.
Ibid.

3scotford,
c4t
p • 36 •
Q.E• ....::...·'
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and indifference. Real flmvers are al\.rays
a delightful acld:ttion to any room. Rugs,
too, will be chosen for their contribution
to the atmosphere as well as for their
usefu1ness.l
The size of the room and the amount of •tTall space will determine the number of permanent pictures.

They should be chosen for the

enduring message they give the children, not solely for decorative
purposes.

Therefore they must hang at eye level, be large enough

and clear enough for the children easily to see their content. 2
Conover says, "To the child a picture is real.
into an exper:i.ence.

It leads him

A picture cultivates an appreciation of beauty

and goodness, and aids in pron:oting action. 11 3

It is recoi!llnended that

every class room have at least one bea11tiful and inspiring picture,
well displayed and lighted on a large unbroken wall space.

If the

pictures are grouped in a series of three, t1.ro should be subordinated
in size, position, inspiration and significance.

iJ. picture should not

be merely for ornarnental value or to relieve a blank 1.rall space. A
spiritual message should be conveyed to the pupil.

It should be a

picture that can be looked at over and over again with an ever deepening message.

A frame which can be opened at the back to pernd.t

changing of pictures is a desirable aid.
provided for pictures.4

1

LeBar, .QE• cit., p. 51.

2Ibid ..

3conover, QE• cit., p. 40.

4Ibid.

Good storage should be
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LeBar

~>Trites:

If the standards used in decorating a
home are kept in mind, the teacher will be
preserved from the common error of cluttering the room 1-rith too :many pictures. \-r.here
one ivorthy picture Inight carry a definite
message, ten '1-Tould give only a confused blur. 1
Temporary pictures may represent seasonal changes and current
interests, and be changed often. 2
Storage Space.
rials.

Proper provision must be w.ade for storing mate-

1v'fmy buildings must be used at less than maximum efficiency

because of insufficient store rooms and closets.

~~ny

Sunday school

rooms are made unsightly because they must serve as storage roorr$.
It is estimated that storage space in store rooms and closets
should equal one tenth the area of the rooms they serve.3
LeBar Sl!ggests that n:any unused bits of space could be utilized
for cupboards by means of a little carpentry lvork.

Cupboards ll'i.ght be

made nx>re serviceable if compartments were built into them. 4
Charles J. Betts has a suitable answer to the storage problem.
He suggests providing storage space in portable units instead of in
closets.

These u..11its can be arranged along the window -vrall or in

arrangements to divide classes or interest groups.

The size and height
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is arranged for the age of the person using the room.

The portable

units make it easy to change rooms and take their equipment with them

"~>Then 1noving becomes necessary •1
Another important consideration in providing space is considering the placing of storage space in a room in such a 1,ray th..at everyone can get in and out at the same time.
Betts, in a later article in Church
problem into consideration.

~anagement,

takes

t~is

He suggests, for instance, that hook

strips be placed along a wall for the children's

'~aps

instead of a

closet.
The children come in and hang their hats
and coats here in full view. They are only
there for an hour, so vrhy go to the expense of
building a closet. \.J'e put a hook strip inside
of the room on which they can hang their hats
and coats. This should be a windot...r i<Tall.

. . .Along
. . .the. .windm..r
. .. ............
1-1all <ve build a continuous

counter. The height of the counter \-Till be
gauged as to the age and size of the children.
The storage space can depend on lvhatever you
,.rant; you can have doors that open or slide,
you can have open shelves, or 1.-rhatever you
1.rant in space. t\l'hen the children come in they
can put their hats and coats in without standing in line.2

In S'l.lll'ID'a!'izing this chapter, the follovring observations are made:
Buildings provide the atmosphere for learning and are either
detrimental or conducive to the teaching process.

1
2

£11. ,

Church

l·~nagement,,

1952.

Betts, .QE• cit., Church

~~nagement,

October, 1953, p. 87.

Betts, .QE•

The present building boom and trend toward establishing Christian educational units is shot·Iing that America is being awakened to
her responsibilities in the spiritual education of her children.
Those t-rho

~.rork

in the children t s division should have a voice

in planning the structure for Christian education.
The selection of a location for the Christian education unit
needs careful consideration.
The ttspread-outn type of ne>·T public school buildings suggests
a plan that would suit the needs of Christian education, if adequate
space is available.
The children's division should be located on the first floor
near an entrance.
Rooms for the children's division should be homelike, spacious,
light, 1-rarm, colorful, ventilated, pleasantly furnished and with ample
storage space.

The floors should be warm, sanitary, and easily cleaned.

The 1.ralls and ceiling should be soundproof, srooth, and properly
decorated)·

1

see Appendixes B and C for room plans.

CHAPTER IV
THE USE OF EQUIP'!<1ENT IN THE CHIL..DR.EN 1 S DIVISION
A.

INTRODUCTION

Crreat advances have been made in program and materials used in
~ateria.ls

the essential ministry of Christian education.

Lesson

become increasingly interesting and effective.

There is devoted work

by great numbers of loyal teachers.

have

Their work has been seriously

hampered, however, through the continued use of wholly unsuitable
equipment, and inadequate training in the use of equipment.
nchildren learn in many different 1.;ays, probably least of all
by sitting still and listening," declares Emma Jane Kramer.l
Religion is learned as it is lived, and the pupil learns by
doing.

Sunday school teachers must plan, therefore, so that boys and

girls have opportunities to think, talk, play, act, work, and vrorship
in Christian ways.

The Lavr of the Teaching Process is carried out

successfully t.rhen such planning is made.

r-1'iEBKramer puts it well

1.rhen she says:
Children do not learn by sitting still for
an hour while a teacher talks at them. They learn
as they sing, play, worship, act out stories; as
they make posters, :murals, maps, notebooks, puppets,
charts, 'rrovies 1 , 'television progra:ms 1 ; as they
talk with resource persons such as wissionaries,
people from other countries, the rrdnister, and
church leaders; and as they go on trips, read,
enjoy pictures and plan a gift for others. Religion is made real to children as they do these

~mrra Jane Kramer, 11 Using Equipment r•.rith Children, tt International
Journal of Religious Education, July-August, 1955, vol. 12cri, no. 11, p. 8.
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things which they understand and enjoy.l
!<".ramer continues by saying:
Sometimes a teacher hears, 1Why do they
have all those toys in the nursery and kindergarten? ~W child can play at home. 1 Play
is a child's business. He works hard at it.
It is through play that he learns to 'love
his neighbor as himself.' He learns to take
turns, to respect the rights of others, to
cooperate. The alert teacher interprets
religiously his play experience through
conversation and in worship. Helping a
child to be Christian in his play is just
as important as helping his father be Christian in his business.2
The question is often asked concerning older children,

t~fuy

are they ahrays :ma.ldng something? \<Jhy don 1 t they learn the Bible? 11
The Bible is being learned in the ways of a child.
doing.

He learns by

Bible truths come alive when a diorama is rrade to visualize

a Bible story, or dratratize a conversation, or in making a scroll.
God's laws are realized when the study of the cycle of the seed or
seasons is made.

"They grow in their understanding of God as Father

of all as they talk with a friend from another country.n3
B.

\vHY EQUIP1·'1ENT IS J\TEEDED

Such teaching as this requires equipment.
needed, but sometin:es least of all.

1 Ibid.
2

Ibid.

31hlfl.

Tables and chairs are

As 't·Te have stated before, most of
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the best nursery and kindergarten play equipment is used on the floor,
not on tables.
fill a room

~-rith

In Prirrary and Junior groups there is a tendency to
tables and chairs and then depend on table work

entirely. 1
In ca..rrying out the rules of the teaching process, it is imperative that tables be small so that the children can move them to
the ,.ralls t.rhen the floor space is needed for acting out a story, a
circle conversation, 1.rorship, building a n;Qdel village or a display,
or for other activities.2
As Kramer states it,

11

Equipment is important because it is

needed in many of the learning e:A.'})erience,s and the experiences t.rill
be incomplete or even impossible t.rithout it.n3
The age of the child..ren and the unit of study being used will,
of course, vary the equipment that is needed.

Equipment should be

chosen carefully and with the purpose of teaching in mind.

The goaJ

is not to have a large nureber of items in a children's room, but
rather teachers should have what is needed to help boys and girls
grow as Chxistians at their particular level of development, after
they have been converted.
C.

HOTtl TO SELECT

EQUIP~:lENT

There are ten excellent basic principles, given by

1 Ibid.

2Ibid.
3Ibid.

Y~amer

which
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serve as a guide in the selection of equipment.

They are:

(1) Choose equipment according to the special
needs of the group for which it is intended.
(2) Select each item with a definite teaching purpose in mind, not just because it appeals
to an individual or committee or because it is
unusual or 1 cute. 1
(3) Select the amount of equipment and the
particular items according to the size of the
room and the number of children. Even in a
small group there needs to be a good variety
of equipment. Secure the items which are
needed but remember that space is very important to children. The younger the child the
more space he needs. Sometimes furniture and
equipment should not be added; it needs to
be removed. The cluttered feeling of a crowded
room can be overcome by removing most of the
chairs. The children can sit on the floor for
conversation, singing, and worship if the
floor is clean and perhaps covered by a rug.
(4) Select equipment which \•Till encourage
children to think, explore, and do for themselves.
(5) Hhen buying play equipment for you.11ger
children, choose i te:rrs vrhich are child-size,
not doll size. For example, housekeeping furniture ll1 a kindergarten should be scaled to the
size of a four or five-year-old.
(6) Secure equipm.ent t.rhich is sturdy, safe,
and can be kept clean easily.
(7) Choose equipment of good quality. It
is better to buy only a few items and buy good
ones than to invest in cheap ones. Economy at
the expense of the development of the children
is unv.rise.
(8) Choose each item in relation to all
the other equipment in the room. Keep a balance
in the types of equipment bought. For example,
having too many books but not having any hollo<-T
blocks 1-rould reflect poor planning for nursery
and kindergarten children. The same would be true
in a junior department if big supplies of paper,
paste, and pencils were bought but no good map
of Palestine was available.
(9) If outdoor play space is available, nnke
use of it. Choose some 1 large muscle' equipment
(slide, climbing apparatus, swing).
(10) Buy sturdy, rectangular tables vTith
corner legs, light enough and small enough to be
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moved easily, and do not be wisled by novelty
and eye appeal. Keep in w~nd the function
of a table. Sturdy, saddle-seat chairs with
stra.ight li..11es are advisable.l
D.

EQUIP~·"ENT

AS AN AID TO l;lQRSHIP

The proper relationship bett.reen equipment and Christian education
comes into no sharper focus than 1·rhen dealing r.dth ivorship and training
for worship.

It is not the purpose of this tvriter to exalt equipment

and/or buildings to a position of first importance.
aid, a tool, a means to an end.
1·Torship.

11 1

Equipment is an

\forship equipment 1 is an aid to

Its purpose is to help persons focus their attention, not

on the equipment but on the reality of God and his creative and redemptive love.n 2
r,Jhen \.rorship centers are used they are not ends in themselves
either.

They should lead the child on in ;.rorship, thus serving as an

aid.
\fuen Christian teachers use the term
'worship center' they do not mean that attention moves to it and stops there. Rather, a
'"orship center is the focus toward vrhich the
architecttrral, artistic, and SJrmbolic lines
of a room or building, the seating arrangewents, the lighting, and the ritual move. The
thoughts of worshippers are directed to the
symbols placed upon the worship center and
beyond them to the realj_ties they represent. 3

1
2

~ious

Ibid., pp. 8-10.

"Equipment as an Aid to 1·Jorship, 11 International Journal of ReliEducation, July-August, 1955, vol. XXXI, no. 11, p. 18.
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In the teaching process a children's chapel is not needed.
Kra~er

believes that they are expensive and often not planned with

Children's needs in rnind.

Worship with children comes in the midst

of so:rre ongoing work--"t.fhen children are busy studying, 1.rhen they
are talking about God 1 s world, 1-1hen they are thinking of some Bible
verse. nl Children 1 s worship, then, is inforrr.:al and related to what
is happening at the moment.

"Therefore -vrorship in the children's

roow.s has more meaning for the boys and girls. n2
Worship will occur most fully and freely without any aids, such
as a worship center, at all.

A beautiful sunset, a hillside vievT of

a lake, or a flm..rer bursting 1·rith color, may be the doorway through
which children step into God's presence.3
Hm·rever, there is value also in the worship center. · It serves
as a place of quiet, unity, and beauty.
It is better to have no worship center at all, rather than have
one made of tttwo orange crates hidden under billovring skirts of baby
blue silk, swDthered by a Bible, a globe, a triptych, candles, offering
plates, a pumpkin and sprays of flowers or leaves.n4
Son~

churches favor the use of a simple worship table with chil-

dren rather than an altar, especially through the primary department.

lEI!'JllB. Jane Kramer, "Before You Build, 11 reprinted from Child
Guidance, 1949.

3 1'Equipment as an Aid to t.J'orship, 11

.Q;Q.

cit.
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\{hatever objects or symbols are used should be understandable and meaningful to the children using them.

"l-imy children 1 s altars and chapels

have been ornamented with carvings and pictures beyond the comprehension
of children. ,,l
}lovable t.rorship equipment which can be taken from a room tvhen
the room is used for social and recreational purposes is a good advantage. 2
Other churches have developed worship centers enclosed in cabinets which can be shut except when needed.3
Others use a plain, simple table \,fell-made of choice wood to bear
the appropriate symbols.

These instruments are removed after the service

and stored in a suitable place.4
Equipment for worship should serve to train the children.
Training in worship should include informal,
unrehearsed, spontaneous experiences of 11orship.
Equipment for 1.rorship should include aids to that
kind of experience also. This is especially true
1-Tith children. 5
There should be well-chosen pictures, properly mounted and framed.
A table easel, a floor easel, or a picture rail is indispensable for the
display of these pictures. 6

lThi:!!·
2

lbid.

3lbid.

4Ibid.

6lbid.
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The use of much equipment, no equipment, or the many compromises in beh.reen are up to the individual Sunday school.
E.

OBTAINHJG

EQUIP~1ENT

Churches with lirrited funds need not be poorly equipped.
of them have proved this by making their own equipment.
vThen it is so popular to

11

~-'!any

In this day

do it yourself, 11 churches can challenge

their members to nnke the necessary equipment. 1
Good equipment need not be expensive.2

Nost of the equipment

needed for Christian education can be f1homemade.n3

If a church prefers

to buy its equipment, careful planning and purchase of a fe\4' items
each year vdll make possible the accumulation of a good supply.4
Chairs made by me.nu.facturers are advisable 14'hen it is possible
to buy them, but good

11

ho:me:rrade 11 chairs can be had 1-rith some saving in

cost if the labor is donated.5
i.fhen space li111itation is severe,

pe~.r

seats serve as good substi-

tutes for tables for many children's activities and lap boards can be

Your Equipment is Sho~.ring, 11 International Journal of Religious
Education, July-August, 1955, vol. XXXI, no. 11, p. 20.
111

2see Appendixes F and G.
3 nsolving the Problew..s of Space and Gost,rr International Journal
of Religious Education, July-August, 1955, val. XXXI, no. 11. p. 25.
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used by children.

11 l~"any

done alrrost as 1.;ell on

of the things usually done on tables can be

pei·T

seats, benches, on the floor, or on lap

boards. 111
Storage chests and loH· cabinets in some situations can be benches
to sit on, or 1.rork counters • 2
Easels are good equipment in the children's division, but children can also drat.T on large sheets of paper clipped to lap boards,
or laid on pew seats, or even on the floor.
tablets.

They can also use large

They can do alrrost as good -vrork in this -vray as by using easels.3

~n1ch

equipment can be rrade from lumber salvaged from old tables,

table leaves, beds, cabinets, and chests 1..rhich faw.ilies are ready to
discard.

T,Jaste ends of lumber can be had at little or no cost from

lumber companies.

Pieces of bvo-by-fours, t\om-by-t1vos, and boards

can be trsquared uprr and sanded smooth to serve as children's blocks
and tvalking boards • 4
"Imagination, iniative, a fe\-I tools, and some muscle have solved
many of the

1

insurrrountable' problems of equipment. n5
F.

SEL'ECTION OF AtlDIO-VISTJAL EQtJTPM:i:NT

!-'ore than one out of four Protestant churches in America now

1

2

Ibid.
Ibid.

3 Ibid.
4Ibid.,

5Ibid.
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This equipment cannot be homemade and it is expensive.

There-

fore, the greatest care should be taken in the cho:tce of aud:to-visual
equipment.
Perhaps the first piece of

equip~~nt

These are F...ade r..Tith a 300,

combination slide and filmstrip projector.
500, 750, or 1,000 watt lamp.

a church should buy is a

A projector with a 300 or 500 watt lamp

with air-cooling 1·Till meet the needs of

~ost

Sunday schools, according

to A:mmon. 2
A good record player might be the second item to buy as n:any

filmstrips nm·l have recorded commentary.

These can be used to play

missionary stories and Bible interpretations, and to help teach hymns.
A record player should have an input jack so it can be used with a

:microphone as a public addxess system)

The record player should have

three speeds (78, 45, and 33-1/2 rpm) to accoreodate all current t;y-pes
of recordings.
The next item of importance is a portable tripod screen.

A

60Hx60" or 70"x701l screen is recommended as basic equipment, but it
is also "Jell to have a 36 11x36n screen for use in classrooms. 4

1George B. Ammon, rrTeach Religion 1.rith Audio-·visuals, n Inter-

national Journal of Religio'Ll;,S, Education, July-August, 1955, vol. XXXI,
no. 11, p. 22.
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Next in line of importance after the above mentioned has been
purchased and as soon as the church can afford it, is a 16nll11 sound
motion picture projector.

The follm,ring advice should be considered

before purchasing one of these projectors:
These projectors are expensive precision
and should be purchased only after
careful consideration of such factors as simplicity of threading, portability, and clarity
of sound and picture.
The machine should have a la:mp of at
least 750 watts, a !ricrophone, and auxiliary
lenses. The cost is approxin:8.tely ;13500, plus
auxiliary equipment. !lost churches ivill use
film and filmstrips in various stzes of rooms.
This calls for auxiliary lenses ,,ith longer
or shorter throw.l
equip~ent

An important piece of equipment is a high stand for projecting
above the heads of the audience.

\tlith such a stand it is possible to

seat J:rore people in the best vie1,ring area directly in front of the
screen.2

A tape recorder 1s also a vital piece of equipment.
approximately two hundred

~

These cost

dollars.~

The tape recorder can be used in

recording dra!ratic scenes or skits.

Children's choirs can record and

then hear thew..selves as other hear them.
1.rorship ·services can be taped. 4

1
2

3

Ibid.
Ibid.

Ibid.

4Ibid.

Educational programs and
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Another highly valuable tool in Christian education, particularly in the children's division is the opaque projector.

Flat

pictures, maps, small objects and pages of books, hymns, can be

sh~~

on a screen by reflection.
The church will need storage space for these valuable aids.
There shouJ.d also be an audio-visual library -vrhere flat pictures, maps,
filmstrips, sl:tdes, B:tbles, resource books, etc. are housed.l
'I'he selection and care of audio-visual equipment requires rrore
than money.

As AI!!l'non states it:
The church -vlill need persons vlith diligence,
patience, irragination, and ambition for study and
practice. If it has this, it can teach religion
creatively. 2
G.

SIDil.MARY

In sumn:a.rizing this chapter, ue could make the folloHing
observations:
Children learn by doing and their activity requires special
equipment.
Tables and chairs are not especially essential in the children's
division.
Equipment is needed in the learning experiences and the experiences 1.rill be incomplete without them..
The age of the children and the unit of study ivill deter:rnine the
equipment.

2 Ib·d

___l..;..'

P• 23.
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Equipment is an aid, a tool and not an end in itself; this is
especially true in worship equiprnento
~ost

of the equipment needed for Christian education can be

flhomemade.n
Audio-visual equipment should be chosen with the greatest care
as it is expensive and cannot be horremade.

CHAPTER V
EQUIP}~T

REQUIRED FOR EACH AGE GROUP
A.

DTTRODUCTION

The list of equipment given in this chapter is equipment that
can and should be

DEed

in teaching according to the law of the teach-

ing process in the children's division of the Sunday school.

The

equipment will be interesting to the pupil inasmuch as the teacher
will have little difficulty in exciting the self-activities of the
pupil.

This equipment vdll urge the pupil to llfind out for hi:::r:self. rr
Pupils 1.rill be prompted to gain knoi.rledge (in every group of

the children's division) through the
pages.

ite~E

listed on the following

Gregory's t1.ro great aiwE of education:

(1)

to acquire

kno11ledge and ideals; and ( 2) to develop abilities and skills, 1
could both be fulfilled with the equipment listed in this chapter.
The stinrulus that is required to put the self-activites or
mental povers in action2 are offered in the form of toys with bright
colors, life-like toys, and motion toys for the younger children.
For the Prims.ry age, these toys are absent and equipment for art 1.rork,
books, musical instruments, and tools are substituted.

The Junior age

group has much the same, but with other items added, such as :maps, gloves,
pictures, costumes and movie equipment.

1

p.

2cr.,

p. 12.

cr.,

n.
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As the teacher wisely directs the pupil in the use of this
and other

equipm~nt,

all the demands of the law of the teaching pro-

cess should be adequately fulfilled.
The

st~gestions

offered in this chapter must be considered as

simply suggestions for reference when preparing the building and equipment needs in individual situations.
\,Jb.en thinking of rooms and requirements of the program, keep
the items "t>Thich n::ust be considered when designing the building, such
as floorings, color schemes, and built-in equipment separate from
movable items to be purchased.
Some items of equipment are considered essential, while others
should be added when funds are available or after

experim~ntation.

Select each item -vrith a definite pm'pose in rri.nd-not because it just
appeals to someone.

Consider the place in the room in vlhich it is to

be used and the relation to other equipmentol
Recmmrendations and suggestions 1.rere given in chapter three of
this thesis so not many recommendations will be offered in this chapter
upon either the building or the roorr.s.
New ideas for equipment are beli1g developed constantly by churches
to meet their needs.

The following list may be helpful as a guide in

equipping nevr churches or completing the equipment of others.

1

Elbert r'. Conover, The Chm'ch School and Parish House Building
(Chicago: International Council of Religious Education, 1949), p. 59.
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B.

SUGGESTED LIST OF EQUIPMENT

1.

All Children's Groups

Clean, warm floors (no figured rug or inlaid pattern), asphalt
tile over concrete and basement floors.
Coat and hat racks for teachers and children (no clothes closets).
Cabinet for teacher's supplies.
Cabinet for use by the children.
Offering containers.
Waste paper basket.
Growing plants and other nature materials.
Display table.
Pictur~s.

Good literature.
2.

The Nursery

This group •.rill have to be divided into three groups in suggesting equipment for them.

They are:

(1) Crib babies--under one year;

(2) Toddlers--one to two years; and, (3) Runabouts--two-year olds.
Crib ba'J?.:hes.
Hospital-child beds may be bought from surgical supply houses.
Port-a-crib--a portable bed which is easily moved or stored-may also be used for a play pen.

Regular attending babies should be assigned beds and have names
attached to beds.
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~~ttresses shou~o

have waterproof coverings.

Clean sheets and an extra blanket should be provided for each bed.
Extra beds should be provided for visitors.
A cupboard for cups, bottles, and other utensils.
A closed closet for linens.
Cabinet space or open shelves for babies' personal belongings
brought by mothers.

Orange crates sanded smooth and shellacked or

varnished make excellent shelves for this purpose.

Each baby may have

assigned space. 1
Coat racks.
A rocker.
First-aid kit.
First-aid booklet (a very good one may be obtained free of charge
from the 1letropolitan Life Insurance Company).
utility Tray (A rectangular cake pan makes an excellent tray for
empty half-pint jars to hold cotton, gauze, applicator sticks; baby
powder, soap, and oil.)
Thermometer
Sheets and rubber sheeting.
Extra diapers.
Kleenex.
Rattles.
Soft doll--baby's first doll. 2

---------------1

.

See Appendlx F.

~:mma Jane Kramer, 11 Using Equipment with Children, n International
Journal of Religious Education, July-August, 1955, vol .. XXXI, no. 11, p. 9 ..
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Unifor~£

or fitted srrocks--these may be in pastel colors, rather

than \·Thi te, since some children are afraid of white uniforms.
Toddlers.
Play pen (This helps a child to make the tra~sition from crib to
toddler group.)
First-aid materials.
Large rubber balls.
Rubber or cloth dolls.
Soft animals, plastic or cloth.
Hobbyhorse.
Educational toys.
Pictures (Simple magazine pictures of animals, birds, flo"t>Jers-lOOQ~ted

singly on heavy cardboard.)
Lm.r open shelves to hold toys.

Rack for coats and hats--lo>.r enough that children may reach-should be provided near the entrance.

A wallboard about four inches

wide with hooks six inches to eight inches apart is easy to install.
A spring clothespin tied by a cord to the hook vrill hold :mittens or
cap.

The picture of a kitty, dog, or a brightly-colored bird nay be

used to designate each hook.

If assigned the same picture and hook

each time, the child will soon remember his

O\·m.

A place for vrraps

:may be provided outside the room, i f the Nursery room is small.
Books--some suitable books for two-year-olds are:
My: Friends;
~'

l:tl

~;

God's Outdoors; by Jessie B. Carlson;

by 'walker; l!t Prayer Book, by Clemens.

~

Church;

HI.~

Puzzles.
Push and pull toys.
Housekeeping toys.
Clay.
Large crayons and large sheets of newsprint or wrapping paper.
Lm-t table and a

fe\·1

lo1.r chairs

(It is not necessary that each

child have a chair, since all the children l.rill not '>vant to sit down
at one time.
Open shelves.
Resting mats (These may be small washable rugs or large bath
to-vrels.)
Runaboy.ts..
A picture rail--t\-tenty six inches from the floor--on i·Thich to
stand pictures •..
A

table~twenty-four

high, for work.

inches by thirty-six inches--twenty inches

In crowded space, a wide shelf may be hinged to the wall.

Chairs--ten inches high are desirable, but chairs and table are
not absolute

11

musts n since s:rnall children spend much time on the floor.

Low open shelves for work Faterials, booJ{s, and toys.
Art lT'aterials--crayons 7/16th" in diameter.
Blocks.
Toys (Sturdy cars, trucks, and trains free from sharp corners or
rough edges, as well as doll beds and buggies, must be strong enough to
hold the rrany explorers who fancy themselves as truck drivers, engineers,
or babies.

A good substitute for the :more expensive toys just mentioned
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is a large box lined with a clean piece of blanket.

As children climb

in and out of the box it 1.rill become a train, truck, doll buggy, or
bus.
All of the above mentioned is from The Nursery Division, Department of Church Schools, Church of the 1-Iazarene. 1
Elm'l'e Jane Kramer, in her article, "Using Equipment -rith Children, n
1

recommends most of the preceding and also adds the following for the
Nursery group:
A lot-l table for books and nature materials.
Another table 18 11x24n, height 18n (for housekeeping play) •
Radiator covers to protect children.
A few chairs 8 11 high.
Low shelves for toys.
Picture rail on 1vall.
Large blocks.
Some medium-sized blocks (approximately brick
size and double that).
itlalking boards .1
11

A '<Talking board may be Il'B.de by nailing a plank 6 I long and 8 11

to 10tt wide to brick-sized blocks on each end, so that it is off the
floor a few inches.n2
Dolls with clothes and covers which can be
removed easily.
Housekeeping equipment (stove, sink, iron and
ironing board, refrigerator, cabinet), dishes and
utensils, telephone.
Washable, cuddly toy animals.
Color cone and other 'assembling' toys.
Transportation toys ~.rooden train, trucks,
and ,.ragons vrithout wheels) •
Easels, brushes, paints.
Record player and record file cabinet.

1

Department of Church Schools, Church ·of the Nazarene, ~
and !l'!:lggesti~!!§. gn Eg_-qi~ for the,_ Ifur§_~,X Class 2f Three-Year-Olds
'troansas City, Nazarene Publishing House, n.d.), p. 2.
2

Ibid.
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Rocking boat (steps when upside down).
Doll carriage.
Peg "t.ragon (or board).

.. .... ..

.........

A stile (set of steps).
Jungle gym.
l·Jagon.

Another table and chairs if there is plenty
of room.l
In Conover's book, 2 Kramer is quoted ,,rith the follo1..ring list
of educational toys:
A walking board, pounding board, cliwbers, a
rocking horse that they can get in and rock, c.rooden
train and wooden toys painted with vegetable colors,
a fe1.r charts, a tin box for crackers, 1 cuddly' toys,
'push' and 'pull' toys, a doll buggy, Taylor-Tot in
which they can rrove around, educational balls, and
blocks. A lo;,r table for use in serving nourishment.
3.

The Kindergarten

Kramer suggests the follo ·Ting for the Kindergarten group:
1

Chairs 10" to 12" high (if one height is
used, 10n is preferred).
Tables 10 11 higher than chair seats, tdth
tops 24 11x42 11 or 2Bnx48 11 •
Low shelves for toys and supplies used by
chj.ldren.
Children's tea table 18nx2.4. 11 •
Large blocks.
~~dium size blocks.
Housekeeping equipment (stove, sink, cabinet,
refrigerator, iron and ironing board, dolls, bed,
rocking chair, clothesline and pins).
Easels, brushes, paints.
Finger paints and paper.

~amer,

912• ci..::t., pp. 10-11.
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A '"ash basin or sin..lc.
Record player and records.
Picture rail on vrall.
Tack board.
Autoharp or piano.
A fe'.r pictures on the walls.
Floor toys (wooden people and animals).
Sharing box.
Nurses' caps, ties, purses, and other ite~$
for dramatic play by boys and girls.
Aprons.
Rocking boat (stairs when upside down).
Large puzzles.
1:Tagon.
Srrall X'Jlophone or triangle.
Resting mats for longer sessions.l
This list covers all the items that other denominational materials
HmTever, a Southern Baptist pamphlet2 suggested the follm-1-

had listed.

Suffe~

ing pictures:

4.

Little QhiJjyen :!1.2.

Q.Q~

!fntq Y&., Plock..llorst;

The Priwary Department

Kramer's complete list for the Primary Department is as follows:
Chairs 11n to 14 11 high (if one height is used,
12 is preferred).
Tables 10n higher than chair seats, 24 11x48 11
to 30rrx54''·
A fe1-1 Bibles.
A book table and books.
Small table for beauty or worship center,
perhaps 24.nx36tt.
Shelves for supplies used by children.
Autoharp or piano.
Easels, brushes, and paints.
11

1

Krarrer, 212• g_it;., P• 11.

~ptist Sunday School Board, Department of Church Architecture,
S.:!!,ggest~d Egui:Qn:ep~

and Furni§J?:il!K§ fQr. the s~.d.a;t §s~h-.9.91 anq ~~
§_~:Q Ba_ptist Cl}_1!!,gJ:les (Nashville:
Broadman Press, n.d. , p. 3.
'(Jnio~ Edllq~.:t!-£!1"'!:.=!:

:ET)g:r;:!im in
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Picture file cabinet.
Picture rail on vrall.
Costumes and storage cabinet.
Tack boards (portable preferred).
Portable chalkboard or turnover chart (easel
with large sheets of paper).
Paper, cardboard, paste, scissors, crayons,
pencils, paints.
A wash basin or sink.
'Movie roll' box.
Slide-filmstrip projector and screen.
Record player and records.
Song charts.
vTorkbench and a fe1-r tools.
Special equipment called for by any unit of study. 1
This complete list also covers all other denominational lists.
5.

The Junior Department

Kramer's complete list for the Junior Department is as follows:
Chairs 15 11 to 16tt high (if one height is used,
15 is preferred).
Tables 10 11 to 11n higher than chair seats,
30nx4gn or 54 11 •
Shelves for supplies.
A Bible for each child.
A Bible dictionary.
A concordance.
Copies of various translations of the Bible.
Autoharp or piano.
Tack boards (portable preferred).
Portable chalkboard or turnover chart.
Book table and book shelves.
Picture file and pictures.
A few pictures on the walls.
Smal-l table, perhaps 24.nx36n for 1,J"Orship center.
Paper, pencils, scissors, crayons, paints.
11

~aps.

A globe.
Costumes and storage cabinet.
~~~vie roll' box.

----------------1

Yll'an:-er,

.Q.E•

cit., pp. 11, 41.
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Slide-filmstrip projector and screen.
Record player and records.
Opaque projector.
\Jorkbench and a few tools.
A 1-rash basin or sink.
Special eguipment called for by any given
unit of study.l
C.

SlTho/ARY

In sui!ll11B.rizing this chapter,

T:le

may say that the list of equip-

ment is cotr.piled with the demands of the lat.r of the teaching process in
Il1ind.

The equipment is geared to each age-group and should be interest-

ing and appealing to the pupil so that the teacher can ful.fill the
function of directing and guiding the pupil as he

11

learns by doing. 11

The equipn:ent needs Hill vary 1..rith the needs of the dif.ferent
schools.

Sotr.e item$ of equipment are considered essential, while others

should be added when funds are available or after experitr.entation.

The

list in this chapter is merely suggestive and the a1r.0unt of equipment
~.rill

vary 't·Tith the size and the means of each Sunday school.

CHAPTER VI
SUNJ:1ARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In SUJ:ll!"'arizing this study vTe can say:

(1) the actual 't·tork of

the teacher consists of the awakening and setting in action the mind of
the pupil, and the arousing of his self-activities; (2) the period of
childhood is a time 'tvhen children like to "find out for the:rnselves 11 ;
(3) the building for

c:r~istian

education should be built with the needs

of the children's division in mind; (4) the rooms should be spacious,
comfortable, homelike, light, warm, colorful, ventilated, pleasantly
furnished and "t.rith ample storage space; ( 5) equipment is needed in the
learning experiences and the experiences will be incomplete without
them; (6) equipment is an aid and not an end in itself; (7) most of
the equipment can be

11

hon;-emade 11 wit.h the exception of audio-visual

equipment; (8) equipment should be added as it is needed.
B.

CONCLUSIONS

1. General
Since the actual 1·Tork of the teacher consists of the at.rakening and
setting in action the mind of the ptlpil, and the arousing of his selfactivities, therefore, the teacher is not fulfilling the actual wor.k appointed him if he fails to a;.,raken and set in action the mind of the pupil,
and arouse his self-activities.
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Inasmuch as the period of childhood is a time when children like
"to do,n therefore, that inherent drive should be channeled by the teacher
into areas that ;,.rill aid the child in the acquiring of knowledge and
j.deals; flnd to develop abilities and skills.
Since the building for Christian education should be built with
the needs of the children's division in mind and with the 1-1elfare of
the children's health and comfort also in mind, and with a view to the
fact that a child cannot learn as I"UCh in an unpleasant environ!llent
as in a pleasant one, therefore, every possible means should be made
to improve the existing facilities or seek to build anew

~ith

these

basic needs in view.
Inasmuch as equipment is vital to the learning experiences and
the experiences will be incomplete without them, therefore, the greatest
concern should be given to the selection and acq1lisition of suitable
equiprr.ent.
2.

Specific

Since age-groups included in the children's division are the
formative years of life, therefore the greatest

arr~unt

of consideration

should be given to the children's division in building and equipping
for Christian education.
Inasmuch as

~ost

of the equipment needed in the learning experiences

can be nhomemade" with the exception of audio-visual equipment, therefore,
no Sunday school need be ill-equipped.
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Since the use of audio-visual equipment in Christian education
is becoming increasingly popular, and inasmuch as the purchase of this
equipment involves considerable expense, therefore, the utmost concern
in the selection and care of audio-visual equipment should be made.
C•

RECO}.ft.miDED FURTHER STUDY

The coverage of this new subject is by no means complete.

It

was hoped that rr!>re material would be available at the time of the
't41:'iting of this thesis, but publication of certain reports, articles,
and books vrhich had been anticipated was delayed.
should be

forthcow~ng

this year on the reports

i-lritten material

corr~ng

out of the 1954

conference of Cb.ristian educational leaders, and church building consultants which convened in Chicago.
The International Journal of Religious Education seenm to be
avrare of this latest trend in Christian education and publishes quite
a number of articles concerning separate phases of the trend.
For catalogs on the latest equipment needed for this type of
teaching, the writer would suggest:

Schwayder Brothers, Incorporated,

Detroit 29, Michigan; and Creative Playthings, Incorporated, 5 University Place, NevT York 3, Net-T York.
Church

~~nagement

and Protestant Church Administration and

Eouipmept magazines also furnish good

r~terial

on this subject.
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GRAPH SHmHNG THE SPECTACTJLAR RISE IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS SPENT
FOR CHURCH BUILDING SINCE 1945.

1c. Harry Atkinson, 11 The Church Building Boom is Only Beginning, "
Protestant Church Administration and Equipment, Spring 1955, p. 7.
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APPENDIX E
RECQ!I~1EJ'IDED DEPJI.HT~>"ENT

N"ATERIALS AND EQUIP1J.ENT

BY CHURCH OF THE NAZARENE

Dep¥..tment
:f:~Tursery

10"
seat
height

Graded literature
Bible
than
Small, low table for Bible
chairs
Books
241fx36n Pictures
or
Pict1~e rail or tack board
30 11:x:30" Large crayons, paper 12"xl8"
Large blocks
Wooden puzzles
Housekeeping toys
Floor toys
Rug
Open shelves for toys
Place for suppB.es
Place for wraps

Kindergarten
(Beginner)

lOlf-12 11
seat
height

10"
higher
than
chairs

Graded literature
Bible
Picture books
Pictures
Picture rail
Paper, crayons, scissors
Tack board
Building blocks
Housekeeping toys
Floor toys
Place for toys and supplies
Place for wraps

Primary

12 11 -14 11
seat
height

10 11
higher
than
chairs

Graded literature
Large Bible for department
Bible for class
Picture books
Pictures
Picture rail or easel
Paper, crayons, scissors
Paste
Song charts for children
Songbooks for leaders

10"
higher

98
f'able~

OtheJ"~!.E!..l~.~CL_F;_g_,_g...J?lll@nt

World globe
Place for supplies
Place for wraps
Bulletin board
Blackboard
Junior

14"-16 11

seat
height

10"
higher
than
chairs

Graded literature
Bible for each pupil
Concordance
Bible dictionary
Bible picture books
Bible story books
Pictures
Paper, pencils, crayons
Paste, scissors
Songbooks for pupils
M.:tps, globe
Place for supplies
Place for wraps
Bulletin board
Blackboard
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APPENDIX F

11

kL------36n
or 48 --~)[~~~~
1111

•"'-

1

""'
~

~

1_

'~
~llllit(~--342n or 4~n

Orang~

f'

3/4 11 ltllllber - 12 11
i<1ide. Use 1/4 11 plyt,rood
or per-board for the back.
Stain in light oak. Shel
lac and varnish. These
may be 36tt high and a
third shelf added.

"

Crate Shelves

" "" "'
"-

''

~c!ake of

......
~

',

"' "

~~

"""

'-

Use 2 or 3 orange crates
of uniform size. Remove
nails; sand rough places;
fasten together. Finish
as suggested above, or
enamel.

'

NURSERY CLASS EQUIPMENT
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APPEJ>.l]) IX G

J\r-------~\
\~------~4------------~

G5

0

FLOOR BLOCKS

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

11

11

Unit - 1 3/8 x2 3/4"x5 1/2
Half-unit - 1 3/8 11 x.2 3/4"x5 1/2 11
Double unit - 1 3/8 11x2 3/4"xll"
Quadruple unit - 1 3/8nx2 3/41fx22
Pillar - 1 3/8 11x5 1/2 11
Cylinder - 1 3/8nx5 1/2 11
Large triangle (half unit)
Small triangle (half unit)

6

)

Quantity for 15 children
40
20
20

10
10
8
8
8
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